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Abstract
A growing body of research studies the interactions between animals and computers. These aim
to expand understanding of the topic, improve animals well-being, and establish design practices
adapted for the animal users. In the field of Animal-Computer Interaction, a recent trend has been
to design systems that are animal-centred. These studies are focused on designing systems that
consider the animals’ needs and requirements. Yet, what animal-centred design means in theory and
in practice is not yet clear. By studying different species in various contexts we can form overarching
guidelines and collective understanding. In this thesis, through an iterative design process with
zoo-housed white-faced sakis, we developed an interface consisting of tangible buttons. We noted
that low-fidelity prototyping with quick iterations and a small number of features, as well as a wide
variety of design concepts, are best when prototyping with animals. Both the tangible interface
and a proxemic interface were tested as part of a digital enrichment device in a longitudinal study
conducted in the white-faced sakis’ regular habitat. We investigated how the sakis interacted with
the device of their own volition when offered multiple choices of stimuli. By analysing the data
we found inconclusive results on the sakis’ preferences for different stimuli, pointing to the need
for further research on testing the efficacy of such tangible interfaces to trigger digital stimuli.
Reflecting on these results, we advocate for future research to allow animals agency and to study
animals’ interactivity through this approach, to expand our understanding of the interactivity of
animals. To the research community, this study contributes significant insights on how to prototype
with animals and on how we can study animals’ interactions by facilitating animals to choose stimuli
between options.
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Tiivistelmä
Yhä useampi tutkimus tutkii eläinten ja tietokoneiden välistä vuorovaikutusta. Näissä tutkimuk-
sissä pyritään lisäämään ymmärrystä aiheesta, parantamaan eläinten hyvinvointia ja luomaan
eläinkäyttäjille mukautettuja suunnittelukäytäntöjä. Eläinten ja tietokoneiden välisen vuorovai-
kutuksen alalla viimeaikainen suuntaus on ollut suunnitella eläinkeskeisiä järjestelmiä. Nämä
tutkimukset keskittyvät sellaisten järjestelmien suunnitteluun, joissa otetaan huomioon eläinten
tarpeet ja vaatimukset. Mutta mitä eläinkeskeinen suunnittelu tarkoittaa teoriassa ja käytännössä,
ei ole selvää. Tutkimalla eri eläinlajeja erilaisissa asiayhteyksissä voimme hahmottaa suuntaviivoja
ja muodostaa yhteisymmärrystä sen merkitykselle. Tässä opinnäytetyössä toteutimme iteratii-
visen suunnitteluprosessin eläintarhassa asuvien valkopääsakien kanssa. Suunnitteluprosessin
tuloksena kehitimme käyttöliittymän, joka koostuu kosketeltavista painikkeista. Prototyyppien
kokeilemisesta apinoiden kanssa opimme, että eläinten kanssa tulee kokeilla raaemman tason
prototyyppejä ja pieniä määriä ominaisuuksia, jotka mahdollistavat nopean iteroinnin. Lisäksi
kokeiltavien prototyyppien ideoiden laajuus ja valikoima tulisi olla laaja. Sekä kosketeltava että
etäisyyteen perustuva käyttöliittymä testattiin osana digitaalista virikelaitetta. Testaus toteutettiin
valkopääsakien tutussa elinympäristössä eläintarhassa. Tutkimme, kuinka sakit ovat vuorovai-
kutuksessa laitteen kanssa, kun he saivat itse päättää siitä ja kun he saivat valita useiden eri
ärsykkeiden väliltä. Tutkimusdataa analysoimalla löysimme epäselviä tutkimustuloksia sakien
mieltymyksistä eri ärsykkeisiin. Tämä osoittaa, että lisätutkimuksia tarvitaan testaamaan kosketel-
tavan käyttöliittymän toimivuutta digitaalisten ärsykkeiden rajapintana. Näiden tulosten pohjalta
suosittelemme jatkotutkimuksia, joissa tutkitaan eläinten vuorovaikutteisuutta tämän lähesty-
mistavan avulla. Tutkimusyhteisölle tämä tutkimus antaa merkittäviä oivalluksia prototyyppien
tekemiseen ja testaamiseen eläinten kanssa ja siitä, miten voimme tutkia eläinten vuorovaikutusta
antamalla eläinten valita eri ärsykevaihtoehtojen välillä.

Avainsanat eläinten ja tietokoneiden välinen vuorovaikutus, eläinteknologia, digitaaliset
virikkeet, valkopääsaki, interaktiiviset systeemit
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1. Introduction

Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI) is a relatively new field, having emerged from

within the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) community in the last decade.

Borrowing methods and practices from HCI, ACI studies animals’ interactions

with computers. ACI aims to improve the lives and conditions of animals involved

and to form methods and practices of its own to establish an animal-centred

approach to designing technology [41]. As there are many new challenges when

designing for non-verbal users and in varying uncontrollable contexts like zoos,

the value of ACI for the HCI community has been also noted for its ability to

provide novel methods and viewpoints for the HCI field.

Building interactive systems for animals is challenging and involves a lot

of novel work. The multitude of species and varying contexts pose difficulties

for generalisability and comparison of obtained results. Only by accumulating

knowledge through research with different species can we form an understanding

of the big picture and theorise larger guidelines for what it means to design

technology for animals, how it can help the animals and how it can help us to

understand animals.

In zoos, ACI aligns with traditional welfare work and animal behavioural

and cognitive studies. It has brought an animal-centred approach for the design

of computer-enabled enrichment used in both supporting the welfare and research

of animals. Zoo environments, however, bring further challenges for ACI: small

sample sizes, uncontrollable conditions and visitors and zookeepers as stakehold-

ers in addition to the animals. Furthermore, zoos typically don’t have resources

for buying and maintaining expensive technology, nor the knowledge to design it

themselves.

For zoo enrichment, the use of computer systems offers a great opportunity

to improve the quality with variability and personalisation. Offering animals

autonomy and agency over the enrichment has become easier and allows for a form

of consent from the animal. However, it is still unclear how offering autonomy and

agency can be implemented in practice and how it affects animals. The animal

must be able to use the interface independently. This means that the interface

needs to be intuitive and meet animals’ affordances. It remains an open question

what type of interfaces would be intuitive for animals to use and how they can be
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Introduction

designed in collaboration with animals.

Problem statement

To bridge these gaps, this thesis focuses on developing an interactive, tangible

interface for zoo-housed white-faced sakis, which is used to trigger audio and

visual stimuli within an interactive enrichment device. Within this study, we

explore how a tangible interface that enables choices can look and how it can

be designed in an iterative manner together with the white-faced sakis. We

then study how offering choices of stimuli type and varying content within the

enrichment system affects the sakis’ interactions with it. Overall, this study

extends research with white-faced sakis and computer-enabled systems, looking

into how we can build interactive systems for them.

This thesis is split into two parts. In Study 1 the tangible interface is de-

signed, using a method of prototyping with the white-faced sakis, followed by an

experiment conducted in the sakis’ habitat in Korkeasaari Zoo. In Study 2 the

enrichment device was then modified and another experiment was conducted with

the white-faced sakis, to collect more results on what stimuli white-faced sakis

prefer to trigger. Below are four research questions representing the objectives of

this thesis.

RQ1: How does a tangible interface that enables choices looks and how do we

prototype with white-faced sakis?

RQ2: What audio or visual stimuli do white-faced sakis prefer to trigger when

offered multiple choices?

RQ3: Do white-faced sakis prefer to trigger audio or visual stimuli?

RQ4: How can we build interactive systems for white-faced sakis?

Structure of thesis

This thesis starts by reviewing the relevant literature, presenting the users and

design requirements of this study and defining relevant terminology in Chapters

2, 3 and 4. Chapters 5 and 6 describe Studies 1 and 2, respectively.

Chapter 5 presenting Study 1 starts with the prototyping of the tangible

interface. Building on the results of prototyping, the technical experimental device

was built, which is described next. The technical device was then deployed to the

white-faced sakis’ enclosure for conducting the experiment. The next sections

present the design and results of the experiment.

After Study 1, the technical device was modified and a new experimental

study was conducted with the white-faced sakis. Chapter 6 presenting Study

2 includes sections describing the modified technical device, the experimental

design and the results of the experiment.
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Introduction

Finally, the results of both studies 1 and 2 and their significance, as well as

suggestions for future work and limitations of this study, are discussed in Chapter

7, followed by conclusions in Chapter 8.

All of the experimental procedures and methods described in this thesis

were ethically approved by Korkeasaari Zoo and caused no pain or discomfort to

the animals following the European Act on the Protection of Animals Used for

Scientific or Educational Purposes.
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2. Background

Animal-Computer Interaction

Animals have been interacting with technology for a long time. Early studies

involved animals in behavioural experiments and cognitive studies. More recent

research has expanded from laboratory animals to farm, working, zoo, domestic

and wild animals. For many years animals were not regarded as end-users of

the technology. However, recently researchers have looked more closely into the

design and interaction of these devices: how the devices are used by and affect the

animals. Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI) was recognised as its own discipline

in the ACI Manifesto [41] in 2011.

The foundations of ACI are in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), from

which methods and practices are borrowed. The ACI manifesto [41] identifies the

main objectives of ACI as building an understanding of animals’ interactions with

computers within the context of their habitat, improving the lives and ensuring

the best conditions for the animals involved, and establishing an animal-centred

approach to design technology for animal users, which includes humans and other

species as stakeholders in the process.

Since then, a growing number of studies have contributed to these aims with

a wide variety of topics. For instance, these studies have looked into preferences

of animals [19, 24, 59], how to give control and agency to animals [3, 25, 45, 55,

56, 58], how could we understand animals [1], designing with animals for animals

via methods of prototyping [15, 16, 21], participatory design [5] and co-design [68],

forming of theoretical frameworks, guidelines and methods for animal-centred

design [14, 17, 42, 50, 61], the effects technology has on animals [4, 22, 25, 49,

51, 53], supporting intrinsic behaviours of animals [14, 44, 45], and regarding

humans as stakeholders in animal technologies [26, 52, 66, 67].
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Background

Technologies at zoos

Previously, technology at zoos has primarily been used for studying cognitive

and behavioural responses like cortisol levels. Along with this, non-computer

enrichment devices and activities such as puzzle toys and foraging tasks have

been used for a long time to support animals’ well-being. However, this traditional

low-tech enrichment often does not succeed in maintaining animals’ long-term

interest [21]. With the growing research in ACI, computers are increasingly being

used in animal welfare in the forms of computer-enabled enrichment, enabling

easier variability of the type and new forms of enrichment. Examples of computer-

enabler enrichment devices are motion tracking systems allowing apes to play

with interactive projections [4, 62], feeding puzzles for gorillas mounted on a

wall [21] and for a rhino in a ball-form [36], animal-controlled wavemaker for a

platypus [45], interactive auditory and cognitive toy for elephants to play with

their trunk [14, 16], a remotely controlled rover for hunting purposes for lions

[33], audio systems for primates [55, 56, 58], and a multitude of tasks on screens

offering cognitive challenges and visual or audio stimuli [2, 22, 25, 40, 52, 53, 71].

These computer systems in zoos aim to improve the animals’ quality of life [16,

21, 23, 56, 68] by supporting species-appropriate behaviours [63] and ensuring

animals’ natural behavioural competencies [6].

Many of these computer-enabled enrichment devices allow animals to control

their environment and choose between activities to engage with. Examples of

such include a device for white-faced sakis to trigger visual [25] or audio stimuli

[55], an elephant able to control its own shower [14] and orangutans allowed to

choose to engage with applications projected on a wall [4]. Facilitating greater

independence for the animals is believed to positively increase their welfare [3, 7,

35, 63]. However, little is still studied how computers can be used to give animals

agency and independence and what are the effects of greater independence.

Outside of academic research, affordable commercial products that have been

created with an animal-centred approach aimed at zoos do not exist. Human tech-

nology such as tablets and joysticks have been used with animals, disregarding

that these technologies are not designed for animal users. These fail in meeting

animals’ affordances, having poor usability. For zoos to develop computer-enabled

enrichment devices themselves is not feasible because of the costs of resources

and required personnel to build, maintain and run the systems [44].

Animal-centred design

The concept of animal-centred design is derived from HCI’s user-centred design,

but it is a messy process to try to translate it to the animal context. The core of

the user-centred design is to involve the user’s perspective in all stages of the

problem-solving process, including phases such as understanding the context,
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brainstorming, conceptualization, development and implementation [12]. It’s

clear that by no means can an animal perspective be fully incorporated into these

stages with the same methods when we do not share a language.

The field of ACI is developing rapidly but it is still relatively new and

more work is required to find consensus in core themes such as what animal-

centred design means and how practitioners can apply such theories to the design

processes. While many ACI researchers use the term animal-centred design and

describe the design work was done in an animal-centred way, few have tried to

explain and give definitions for it [28]. Likewise, the ACI manifesto [41] stressed

the importance of an animal-centred design approach when designing computers

for animal users but it doesn’t define what it means in theory nor in terms of

practical applications.

Animal-centred design is often used alongside or in place of terms such

as ́animal-friendlý or ́animal-driveń, rather than a name for a collection of

principles as is the case with user-centred design. Various approaches for what

animal-centred design could consist of can be found but without agreement or

consistency.

In search of a definition for animal-centred design, researchers have trans-

lated HCI models and concepts for the use of ACI. In early research in the

field, Resner [57] translated the User Centered Design model 1, a fundamental

HCI model to ACI. Here Resner also highlighted the importance of gathering

requirements through observing animals in their own environments. Further,

researchers have discussed what User Experience (UX) is in the case of animals,

such as in terms of user satisfaction as preferences and liking in animals [59],

usability [59, 61] and aesthetics [17]. They have also used the method of user

personas [8, 29].

Participatory Design (PD) methods have also been adapted–but also ques-

tioned–within ACI. Resner [57] quickly determined that collaboration with ani-

mals in the design process is not possible due to their inability to communicate.

Lawson [37] was also sceptical, questioning whether humans can ever truly un-

derstand animals enough for them to fairly and productively participate and

whether trying to do it is inevitably just about our tendency to anthropomorphize

non-human animals (by projecting our desires and thoughts on them).

Many researchers also advocate for and have used PD in their research [13,

43, 68, 70]. Westerlaken [69] strongly put forward the case for PD within ACI,

offering a new point of view advocating for it especially in the case of dogs. She

points out, how in history, dogs chose to join and since have evolved within human

communities, and it is the responsibility of designers to find ways to address this

already existing participation: "––it is not a matter of deciding if dogs are able

to join in PD processes, but how designers may respond to and account for their

participation in multispecies ways." (p.241, [69]).

1User Centered Design model encompasses aspects of task domain, affordances,
cognitive modelling and direct manipulation [46].
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Furthermore, some approaches for animal-centred design have emerged in

the ACI field anew. Researchers have looked into giving animals control over the

use of devices and/or offering choices accounting for possible preferences of the

animals. In doing so, they have aimed to improve the animals’ independence and

allow a form of consent from the animal. [4, 14, 24, 25, 38, 45, 49, 55].

To summarise, animal-centred design does not have a set of clear principles

agreed upon by the practitioners. Currently, it is practised through the use of

various methods borrowed from HCI and through design decisions that consider

the animals’ vulnerable role as users that can’t express their perspectives. De-

signing with and for the animals despite a lack of existing methods and examples

to follow is unclear and encompasses a lot of guessing and novel work. All species

have very different characteristics and abilities. In addition, access to only small

sample sizes of users, as is often the case in zoos, the individual differences are

highlighted and become very significant for the design. This makes it even more

difficult to utilise previously explored methods across studies. These challenges

are especially true for species that are poorly studied, like white-faced sakis.

Prototyping with animals

Animals have been involved in different stages of design processes. One such

stage is prototyping, in which design concepts captured within built prototypes

of varying degrees of fidelity are tested with actual users in an iterative process

[10]. During iterations of prototyping, a certain feature (or features) of a design

concept is tested with the intention to inform the design process, often directly in

the next iteration of the design process. However, while instances of studies that

have involved animals in prototyping in such an iterative manner exist, there are

not many.

The few who have involved animals in prototyping did so for varying purposes

and at different stages of the design process. Mostly these studies describe

procedures where designers tested devices with animals in several iterations [16,

34, 55, 60, 70]. These test sessions of the prototypes with animals informed design

decisions that led to improved designs of the final devices. Two more studies [21,

68] also aimed to use prototyping with animals to inform their design process,

but did so rather in the end stages with functional prototypes. Gray et al. [21]

did not, as of yet, use the results obtained from testing the functional prototype

to influence future iterations of the system. On the other hand, Webber et al.

[68] report utilising observations of the usage of the functional prototype in the

iterative design of the applications that were part of the system [4].

These different cases of prototyping with animals differ greatly in terms

of procedures used. One example is how the animal’s interactions with the

device were initiated or motivated and how the humans were involved in these

sessions. Robinson et al. [60] did the prototyping while training the dogs to
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use them. French et al. [16] tried a couple of different approaches, changing

between offering a food reward, directing and gesturing the elephants to use

the prototype and using nothing, letting the elephants discover and choose to

interact with the device themselves. Also, Piitulainen and Hirskyj-Douglas [55]

tested their two prototypes simultaneously by leaving them in the enclosure of

the white-faced sakis for 16 days. Gray et al. [21] used food rewards to motivate

the Gorillas to interact with the cognitively challenging game, their interactions

being observed by designers and keepers during the sessions. The designers and

pet owners on Kaygan and Yargin’s study were present during the test sessions

[34]. Westerlaken and Gualeni [70] changed between using and not using food

rewards. They had the designer present in all sessions, directly interacting with

the dogs and the prototype during the dogs’ interactions.

Another important difference found in these studies is in the main learning

goals of the prototyping sessions. The learning goal of Westerlaken et al. [70] in

their experiments were in the process itself: how does becoming with manifest in

the human-animal-computer interaction of the prototyping iterations, through

collecting the human’s subjective experiences. The others [16, 21, 34, 54, 60, 68]

had a more coherent target: the intrinsic mechanics of the interactions of the

animal with the device. Through observing animals’ body language, they aimed

to understand how the design could better meet the animals’ affordances. Gray

et al. [21] and French et al. [16] were also explicitly interested (at least in some

iterations) to learn how the prototypes influenced the animal’s behaviour outside

of the scope of the interaction. Furthermore, Piitulainen and Hirskyj-Douglas

[55] used prototyping to compare the preferences of white-faced sakis over two

non-functional prototypes before moving forward in their design process.

Common in all the examples is the method of data collection from testing.

All examples rely on direct observations and on recordings of the interactions

between animals and the prototypes. In the case of Westerlaken and Gualeni

[70], in addition to the designer’s observations, they were also interested in the

subjective experiences of the designer that were formed during the mutual play

with the dogs and the prototype. Gray et al. [21] were also open to using data

automatically collected by sensors placed within the structure of the device but

did not get sufficiently reliable data to derive useful results.

In all the aforementioned studies [16, 21, 34, 55, 60, 68, 70] most of the work

on prototyping with animals was novel and the designers learned through trial-

and-error. Reflecting back on their prototyping, Webber et al. [68] and French et

al. [16] note in retrospect that it is important to test prototypes in earlier stages of

the design process and to test fewer features during one iteration, deconstructing

the prototype if needed. They stress that only in this way specific improvement

areas can be identified, which becomes difficult the more new modifications are

introduced. Learning from this, Piitulainen and Hirskyj-Douglas [55] tested low-

fidelity prototypes in the early stages of their design process to assess the efficacy

of the shape of the device. They highlight that without this early prototyping the
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selected shape would have been the one the monkeys did not prefer, as it matched

the human stakeholders’ intuition for what is better for the animal.

Simple early testing can rapidly change the course of the entire design

process. The ways animals interact and behave are still very surprising to us

and can catch us off-guard. In Kaygan and Yargin’s study [34] the designers’

first prototypes failed at meeting the animals’ intrinsic ways of interacting, with

the result that the animals did not interact with the device at all in the way the

designers had intended to. Trying to avoid major flaws in their design concepts,

both Gray et al. [21] and French et al. [16] tested the efficacy of very fundamental

aspects of their design concepts early on with the animals. Gray et al. learned how

all of their original design ideas consisting of freely movable artefacts would not

be feasible, since the Gorillas would destroy them. French et al. ensured through

observing the animals’ behaviour that the audio stimuli, which was central to

their design idea, was not impacting the elephant negatively.

What more was found in these examples is that the way the animals are

directed or motivated to use the prototypes can have an important effect on the

results of the testing. French et al. [16] advocate against using food rewards

because they suppose that in their study the use of a banana as a motivator for the

elephant to interact with their prototype strongly affected the animal’s interest

in doing so, hindering the possibility of learning whether the animal would have

been intrinsically interested to test the device. In addition, they speculate that

the presence of the keepers who have a close relationship with the animals might

affect the animals’ interactions. The animals might use the device motivated by

potential food or emotional reward from the keeper.

A few more important remarks were found within these studies regarding

the characteristics of species and individual animals. Westerlaken and Gualeni

[70] encountered situations where one of the two dogs showed no interest in a

prototype that the other one found greatly interesting. They note how "different

traits in each individual dog could lead to different kinds of playful preferences

that the designer can create for". Here they highlight that a certain design concept

that works for one animal might not work for another. Furthermore, the designers

in Kaygan and Yargin’s study [34] found species-specific differences that need

to be considered. In their study, the designers did one iteration in a laboratory

setting and one in the pets’ homes. They noticed that the environment greatly

affected the interactions of the cats: the cats were interested to engage with

the humans and the prototype when in their own home but not so much in the

laboratory.

Summarising from above, there are no collection of best practices or guide-

lines to follow in prototyping with animals. The nature of the field and the lack of

successful examples make prototyping with animals very challenging. The few

instances discussed in this chapter [16, 21, 34, 55, 60, 68, 70] all add important

work on involving animals in the design process. These studies are now useful

examples with different procedures and learning goals for future studies. In addi-
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tion, these studies identified important aspects to consider in future prototyping

with animals. These include the importance of prototyping early in the design

process, the testing of fewer features of the design at a time, the need to consider

the possible motivators for the animals to interact with the prototype, and the

differences between individuals and different species. However, much more work

is needed in involving animals more closely in the design processes.

Research with monkeys

Most work in zoos has been done on very limited species–mostly on primates.

This is true also for research on computer-enabled enrichment, where the focus

has mostly been on tasks provided on screens for apes [9, 35, 52]. Such tasks

encourage comparable physical and cognitive processes and behaviours in the

captive species to their wild counterparts in natural habitats [44]. Digital screens

have also been used to provide visual and audio stimuli as well as cognitive

challenges [2, 22, 44, 52, 53, 58, 71], for husbandry purposes and for assessing a

primate’s food-preference [31], mood, personality and social skills [9].

Other computer-enabled enrichment systems for primates are kinetic and

haptic interfaces for orangutans, such as a system that tracks tangible objects

within orangutans enclosure to allow them to generate sounds [56] and digi-

tal installations with a projected interface based on motion tracking allowing

orangutans to interact with different applications on the surface [62, 68]. For

gorillas, a tangible feeding puzzle with modular parts was designed to provide

them cognitive challenges at varying levels [21]. For white-faced sakis (hereon

sakis), Piitulainen and Hirskyj-Douglas [55] designed a computer-enabled enrich-

ment device that allows the sakis to trigger audio stimulus. Hirskyj-Douglas and

Kankaanpää [25] continued with the same troop of sakis, adjusting the device to

allow sakis to trigger visual stimulus.

Among primates, white-faced sakis are poorly studied species [64] and are

also not studied in the ACI field, apart from the two aforementioned studies [25,

55] done with a troop in Korkeasaari Zoo. These studies looked into the sakis’

preferences over no-stimuli conditions and different stimuli content. Hirskyj-

Douglas and Kankaanpää [25] additionally observed how the enrichment affected

the sakis’ behaviour. In both studies [25, 55] the sakis were allowed to choose

when to use the device, and the studies were conducted in their everyday habitat.

The system would trigger the provided stimuli when a saki would enter the device,

using body-tracking to detect the animal inside. While the sakis’ preferences

were identified in these studies [25, 55], the authors point out that there are

problems in using animals’ triggering behaviour as a basis for inferring the

animals’ preferences.

Inferring preferences based on simple measures of interactivity is problem-

atic because of the challenges in defining interactivity in the case of animals. In
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HCI, the event of interaction is thought of as a closed feedback loop, consisting

of the gulf of execution and evaluation. The gulf of execution manifests in the

user’s intentional action to interact with the computer. The gulf of evaluation is

the interpretation of the feedback from the computer that the user evaluates. In

the case of animals, they exist somewhere in a continuum of understanding and

we do not understand much about animals’ intentions nor how they interpret the

feedback given to them in the form of a computer’s output. [30] Hence defining

animals’ interactivity and screen usage based on their observed behaviour and

proximity is just one way for us to try to learn about them and to make sense

of their interactivity, but doing it this way does not by any means give us the

certainty that we are capturing their intentions, their act of choosing, or their

preferences.

Specifically, Hirskyj-Douglas and Kankaanpää [25] advocate for a wider defi-

nition of interaction with animals and closer scrutiny of novelty and habituation

factors. By widening the definition of interaction they mean that we should not

anthropomorphize animals’ ways of using technology and should instead stay

curious and open to the fact that it might look completely different from our

ways of interacting with technology. Additionally, the authors found that the

sakis’ usage of the device followed a bell curve, potentially suggesting that their

interactions were affected by the novelty of the device and the habituation to it

over time. However, the bell curve can also be due to the order effect of the stimuli,

leaving it unclear if it was the novelty and habituation or the stimuli content that

contributed to the sakis’ interactions. The fact that animals’ interactions might

look like something we cannot even recognize, in addition to the fact we have

troubles inferring their intentions even if it did look the same, combined with

other factors like novelty and habituation, further complicate inferring animals’

preferences.

Indeed, Hirskyj-Douglas and Kankaanpää [25] point that the next stage of

research would be to investigate how sakis can choose between visual stimuli to

allow them the choice of both activating the device and controlling the content.

This could lead to further understanding of sakis’ preferences over the stimuli.

In addition, they mention it would also be pertinent to compare visual stimuli

against other forms of enrichment, such as audio, heat, and light, to investigate

what enrichment the sakis seek. Alongside offering more choices to select from at

the same time, the method of multiple options can possibly lead to a more clear

definition of interaction as well: the method of selecting to trigger certain stimuli

can make it a little bit easier to talk about what is intentional for the animal.

Furthermore, to bring more clarity to the results in similar studies, Hirskyj-

Douglas and Kankaanpää [25] suggest further effort in mitigating the order

effect and in monitoring the novelty and habituation effects. While both studies

with sakis [25, 55] implemented a no-stimuli week at the beginning of the study

building from Hirskyj-Douglas and Read [27], Hirskyj-Douglas and Kankaanpää

[25] suggest adding a no-stimulus week at the end of the study as well. A no-
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stimulus week at the end offers another reference point to compare the stimulus

conditions and the first no-stimulus week to, which can help in detecting the

effects of novelty and habituation factors as well as the after-effects of the stimuli.

In addition, both studies note that in future studies, tracking individual

differences would be important, informing the results of the study further: indi-

vidual monkeys can have personalised ways of interacting and some might have

not been using the device at all. Strong individual differences are also found in

studies with orangutans [4, 40, 52] and dogs [70].

Designing interfaces for monkeys

Designing a user interface for animals is challenging because of our inability to

understand animals’ perspectives. When designing interaction of animals and

computers, we need to be careful not to make them anthropomorphic; to think

animals would interact with computers as we humans do. For example, animals

more often than not might interact with devices by licking, gripping or leaning

instead of more familiar touch-by-finger. In other words, animal’s affordances,

the properties of the world that enable the perception of possible actions [18],

are different from those of humans. Humans and primates might be equipped

with some similar motor capabilities but we are very different when it comes to

linguistic or cultural aspects. These and our personal histories all shape how we

see we can interact with the world.

Beyond affordances, if the possible interaction maps to the mental model

of the animal, i.e. the animal can interact as is intended through perceiving the

affordances and acting as is intrinsic to the animal, the interface can be regarded

as intuitive. Putting it in other words, Wirman and Jørgensen [72] suggest that

intuitive interaction for animals means that the interactions require as little

mental effort as possible. However, it still remains an open question of how an

ideal intuitive interface for a monkey looks.

Wirman and Jørgensen [72] propose a method to inform the early stages

of an iterative design process of an interface. The main proposal is that careful

observation of the animals in their natural habitat and paying careful attention to

learning about the animals’ affordances through their ways of interacting with the

environment, will give insights on what type of interface would suit the animals

in terms of being intuitive to use. However, this approach assumes that the

way animals interact with the world aligns with how they wish to interact with

computers, which might not be true.

For orangutans, Wirman and Jørgensen [72] and Webber et al. [68] highlight

physicality and tangibility of interactions even with digital interfaces to make

intuitive user interfaces. Unlike graphical user interfaces (GUIs), orangutans are

already familiar with using tools and manipulating things with them, such as by

poking things with sticks. A GUI does not have any affordances that orangutans
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perceive intrinsically, and would require training for orangutans to use it.

Summarising the discussion above, building interactive systems for animals

is challenging because they’re very different from us and we tend to anthropomor-

phize them. How animals interact can look alien to us. Aggravating the challenge,

all animal species and individuals within a troop are different. The small sam-

ple sizes and uncontrollable conditions for experiments conducted in zoos limit

results, generalisability and comparisons. More studies are needed, especially

with little-studied species like white-faced sakis, to accumulate knowledge from

different species into combined theories and practices on how to design with and

for animals for wider use in ACI. For zoo animals, computer-enabled enrichment

offers opportunities for studying and supporting them, but how we can design

and build affordable interactive computer systems for animal users is an open

question. In this thesis we look into how can we build an interactive system for

white-faced sakis in Korkeasaari Zoo (RQ4). To extend the research on interactive

systems and white-faced sakis we also compare the sakis’ interactions between

audio and visual stimuli (RQ3).

More work is needed to understand how computer-enabled enrichment could

be used to allow animals to control and choose their interactions with a device,

and to understand the effects of the greater agency and autonomy provided. When

animals are given more autonomy over their interactions with the device, the

need for an intuitive interface becomes highlighted: the animal must discover the

available interaction itself. In the case of monkeys’, physicality and tangibility

are advocated for better intuitiveness with digital interfaces. For white-faced

sakis, we study how a tangible interface that offers the sakis autonomy and

choices, could look (RQ1), and how allowing the sakis to choose between stimuli

content affects their interactions (RQ2). Along with this, building on the existing

examples, we study how the physical interface can be prototyped together with

sakis to build practical knowledge on how can we collaborate with animals in the

design process (RQ1). All the above help to further define what an animal-centred

approach could truly mean in theory and in practice.
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3. Users and design requirements

In this chapter, we first present the users and their habitat in Korkeasaari Zoo,

where the experimental studies took place. After, the design requirements guiding

the design of the enrichment device are listed.

Users: white-faced sakis in Korkeasaari Zoo

The participants of this study are three white-faced sakis (M = 6.7 years), one

female (Bea, 11 years) and two males (Hubert and Igor, 5 and 4 years respectively),

living in Amazonian House in Korkeasaari Zoo (Figure 3.1). All three white-faced

sakis were born in Korkeasaari Zoo. Bea is the mother of Hubert. Now she has a

hormonal implant and both males have been surgically sterilised.

White-faced sakis (Pithecia pithecia) are medium-sized primates of the New

World monkeys (Platyrrhine). In the wild, they live in extremely remote Neotropi-

cal areas and spend their lives mostly in trees at varying heights. White-faced

sakis are typically shy, and they move fast and silently through the dense rainfor-

est, frequently leaping between trees. In nature, white-faced sakis form groups

averaging 2.3 individuals, and group size does not exceed ten. The density of

white-faced saki groups is relatively low. Due to these facts, white-faced sakis

remain among the least studied primates. [64] In nature, sakis have a careful

diet that consists of seeds, fruits, flowers, leaves and insects [39].

All New-World monkey species have colour vision, and most species have

Figure 3.1. From left: Hubert, Bea and Igor
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polymorphic vision, meaning that males have dichromatic and females can have

either dichromatic or trichromatic colour perception. This is also the case for

white-faced sakis [20, 32]. In the current troop at Korkeasaari Zoo, all three

monkeys have dichromatic colour perception, as was determined by a previous

study [65].

Sakis are described by the sakis’ keeper to be a very calm species. They

are not as active as some other species such as Barbary macaques. It is typical

that they lose interest quickly and are not motivated easily when there is no food

reward. She mentioned how sakis do not manipulate their environment; white-

faced sakis generally don’t use tools like some other primate species. However,

the sakis’ keeper notes that sakis in Korkeasaari Zoo like to search for things

by turning and fiddling, and speculates that moving objects, enriched with good

shape and colour might increase their interest in artefacts.

This troop of white-faced sakis was chosen as participants because this thesis

builds on two previous studies that were carried out with the white-faced sakis at

Korkeasaari Zoo. The device that is utilised in this study was designed for this

troop. However, the number of individuals in the troop has varied. For the current

research, the group size of participating sakis is determined by the availability at

the collaborating zoo. Due to studying in a working zoo environment, there is no

control group available. While we are not testing with a high number of users,

in HCI, Usability testing with a low number of users (e.g. 5) have been shown to

reveal 85% of core issues in design [11]. We apply the same practice here.

Habitat of the white-faced sakis

At Korkeasaari Zoo, the sakis are located in Amazonian House, where their

enclosure consists of several rooms. On display for visitors, they have one space

outdoors (6m wide, 3m long, 5m high) and two adjacent spaces indoors (9m by 6m

together, height varying from 6m to 3m) (Figure 3.2). In between, there are two

smaller rooms (2m wide, 2m long, 3m high) located within the keeper’s premises,

which are not visible to the public. Depending on the time of the year, the sakis

can freely move between the inside and outdoor areas. Usually, they are always

able to access the small rooms within the keeper’s premises.

In their main space indoors, there is a large central tree in the highest

room, various hanging logs and branches, bark on the floor, and plants and other

enrichment artefacts. Their outside enclosure is similar but has wire mesh on the

ceiling, allowing rain to come through. (See Figure 3.2).

At the time of the study, the sakis shared their habitat with pygmy mar-

mosets and turtles. The ambient soundscape of the sakis’ enclosure include

vocalisations of other animals living in the Amazonian section of Korkeasaari

Zoo, such as bird calls (mostly parrots) and the sound of other small monkeys,

including those co-habiting the same enclosure.
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Figure 3.2. Left: enclosure indoors; Right: enclosure outdoors

Table 3.1. Design requirements (Keepers’ and common requirements from [26])

Common requirements

R1 Enrichment

R2 Health

R3 No negative effects

R4 No training required

R5 Can see the animal using

Keepers’ requirements

R6 Not easily breakable

R7 No too frustrating

R8 Not too easy

R9 Not addictive

R10 Needs to be monitored

Design requirements

To ensure the sakis’ welfare and that the sakis’ needs are met, and to support

our main goal of providing enrichment and supporting the sakis’ well-being, we

used the requirements formulated by Hirskyj-Douglas and Piitulainen [26] for

the same monkeys in Korkeasaari Zoo as a baseline. These requirements were

formed with an animal-centred approach to make technologies that fit the animals’

and zoo’s requirements. The authors collected requirements for the keepers, the

visitors and for both in common, based on their responses on a questionnaire. Of

these requirements, we use the keepers and common requirements. We decided

to do this because the overarching goal of this study is enrichment for the sakis,

so taking into account visitor experiences is out of the scope of this study. In

addition, during the study, visitors did not have access to the Amazonian house

where sakis live, as the study was conducted during the pandemic conditions of

COVID-19. The requirements are listed in Table 3.1.
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4. Terminology of interactivity

Defining what interaction is in the case of animals is not straightforward. To be

able to quantify the sakis’ interactions with the device and to enable comparison

of results, terms describing interactivity (tunnel interactions, button and zone

activations, interactive periods, stimuli interaction) are defined for the scope of

this thesis. In addition, a definition is also given for the term preference for the

scope of this study to enable discussion and allow us to increase understanding of

the matter.

In the previous studies [25, 55] with this troop of sakis and a similar device,

interaction was defined by the presence of a saki within the tunnel structure of

the device. A saki would interact with the audio or visual stimuli by entering the

device. These interactions are referred to as tunnel interactions.

Tunnel interaction
Tunnel interaction starts when the saki is detected by the system (via prox-

imity sensors) when it enters the tunnel. Tunnel interaction ends when saki

is not anymore detected inside the tunnel.

In the current study, the sakis can trigger multiple stimuli that are triggered via

different locations within the device. Hence, when a saki is interacting with the

device (triggered by entering the device), it can interact with different stimuli as

well. Due to this, the sakis’ interactions with the device are interpreted via two

concepts: interactions with the tunnel structure and interactions with stimuli.

In Study 1 of this thesis, the sakis can trigger the stimuli via a tangible in-

terface inside the device. The tangible interface consists of four buttons, of which

each one triggers a different stimuli content. However, in the control condition of

no-stimuli, interacting with the buttons will not trigger any stimuli. Due to this,

the sakis’ interactions with the buttons are called button activations.

Button activation
A button activation starts when a saki triggers one of the four buttons (which

turns on a stimulus during stimuli conditions). Button activation ends when

the button is not anymore being triggered and a 3-second-delay has passed.
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A new button activation might start directly after the delay if another button

has been triggered.

In Study 2 of this thesis, instead of a tangible interface proximity sensors (infrared

sensors) are used as the stimuli interface. When a saki enters the tunnel struc-

ture, the device allows it to trigger multiple stimuli based on its location inside

the device. These locations are called activation zones. The sakis’ interactions

with the device will always include activations of different zones.

Zone activation
Activation zones are defined by the locations of the proximity sensors. Each

proximity sensor forms its own area inside the device. When the sakis enter

one of these areas, they activate the zone. This is called zone activation

(which turns on stimuli during stimuli conditions).

Sakis might activate multiple buttons or zones during a single interaction with

the device. In these interactions, a saki is continuously interacting with the

stimuli interface. These bursts of activations are interesting to investigate as

a whole. Consecutive button or zone activations are part of interactive periods.

Interactive periods with the proxemic device are the same thing as tunnel inter-

actions (interactive period starts when the proximity sensors detect a saki). For

consistency within this thesis, we chose to also use the term interactive periods

with the proxemic device.

Interactive period
Consecutive button or zone activations belong to one interactive period. In-

teractive periods are distinguished from each other if they are more than

10 seconds apart. The 10-second delay was selected as the average median

duration of the sakis’ interactions with a similar device in previous studies

was 6.6 seconds [25, 55], thus giving confidence that a 10-second-pause is

enough for us to separate two bursts of button interactions.

For both Study 1 and Study 2, the term stimuli interaction is used to refer to the

sakis’ interactions with the stimuli. The sakis can interact with the stimuli via

the stimuli interface. The stimuli interface in part one is the tangible interface

consisting of buttons, and in part one is the activation zones that are based on

three proximity sensors.

Stimuli interaction
When a saki activates one of the offered stimuli, it’s considered the start of a

stimuli interaction. Only one stimuli interaction can be ongoing at a time,

and a stimuli interaction is associated with only one stimulus content. A

stimuli interaction continues as long as the stimulus is playing when saki
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stops interacting with the interface. The method of how stimuli-interaction

starts and ends depend on the stimuli interface in use at the time. In the case

of the tangible button interface, the stimuli-interaction is tied to a button-

interaction. In the case of the proximity interface, the stimuli-interaction is

tied to a zone activation.

It is challenging to infer animals’ intentions and to know how much they under-

stand about their interactions with stimuli or physical objects. For this reason,

we cannot know whether they intentionally are choosing when offered options

and hence it is difficult to discuss their preferences. Here we define the term

preference for the scope of this thesis to help in discussing the matter.

Preference
Preference in the context of this study is derived directly from the sakis’

interactions. Interaction frequency and interaction duration are quantitative

measures that are used for this purpose. Interaction frequency describes how

often the sakis interact with the stimuli interface (button/zone activations) or

the device (interactive periods) over a given period (e.g. one day). Interaction

duration tells us for how long a single activation or interactive period was.

From these measures, the sakis’ preferences are concluded. However, it is

unknown how this definition reflects the true preference of the sakis.
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5. Study 1: Tangible interface with
buttons

This thesis consists of two studies. In Study 1 we included the sakis in prototyping

when designing a tangible interface with physical buttons for them (RQ1). Using

the tangible interface we ran an experiment by deploying the computer-enabled

device into the sakis’ enclosure. In the experiment, we studied the sakis’ inter-

actions with the button interface to infer their preferences between audio and

visual stimuli and control condition of no-stimuli (RQ3), and their preferences

over the stimuli contents audio and visual stimuli (RQ2).

In Study 2 we ran a similar experiment but with another type of interface. In

both studies we explore the RQ4, enhancing understanding of how we can build

interactive systems for white-faced sakis.

Next, we first walk the reader through the process of non-technical proto-

typing (Section 5.1), in which we tested prototypes of physical buttons with the

sakis. We did this to design a tangible interface that enables sakis to choose from

multiple options of stimuli content. After the four iterations of prototyping, we

built an experimental device with the new tangible interface, which is described

next in Section 5.2. The device was deployed to the sakis’ enclosure in Korkeasaari

zoo and an experimental study was run for 26 days. The method of the experiment

is described next, in Section 5.3 and the results of the experiment last in Section

5.4.

5.1 Prototyping the tangible interface

We designed an interface for the sakis that allows them to choose from multi-

ple options of stimuli within one system. The interface should have multiple

interaction trigger points. To learn and explore ways we can design with an

animal-centred approach, we aim to involve the sakis in the design process of the

interface itself, following user-centred design principles. We do this by involving

them in prototyping through multiple iterations.

Physical and tangible interfaces have been suggested to elicit orangutans’

interactions [68, 72]. Sakis do not use tools to manipulate their environment like

orangutans, but they are very tactile, exploring new objects by biting and using
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their hands. From this, we decided that a tangible interface could offer the best

enrichment for sakis as well. Furthermore, tangible interfaces for digital stimuli

have been explored with monkeys by only a few [56], offering an exciting oppor-

tunity for novel and interesting results. A tangible interface enables capturing

animals’ intentions in a way that is not possible with proximity sensors, which we

have studied before with [25, 55].

Furthermore, the main goal in our study is to provide the sakis enrichment so

our desire is also to keep the sakis’ engaged with the device. Gray et al. [21] note

that apart from using food rewards to keep animals’ engaged in a task, this has

been rather difficult and studies, that have tried other ways of inducing novelty to

keep animals’ interest high, have had inconclusive results. In the iterative design

process with the sakis, we consciously chose to test and implement further any

such features that seemed to keep the sakis engaged and attract their interest

more.

Building on this, we formed two design goals that direct us in the design

process for the white-faced sakis. First, the interface should be intuitive to use for

the sakis (Design Goal 1, DG1). This means the interface should meet the sakis’

affordances and they should intrinsically be able to use it. Second, the tangible

interface should be intrinsically engaging, i.e. interesting enough for the sakis

in such a way that they choose to interact and engage with it without e.g. food

rewards (Design Goal 2, DG2). This can provide better enrichment and support

the system to be used more. In addition to these goals, the requirements discussed

in chapter 3 were considered when forming design concepts.

We measured the above design goals (DG1, DG2) by carefully observing

the sakis’ interactions with the prototypes (which were all filmed), supported by

quantitative measures of their interactions (number and duration of interactions

with the prototypes). When observing the interactions we paid attention to

whether they interacted with the buttons of the prototype or other areas, and

whether their way of interacting fulfilled the intended interaction mechanism that

the prototype was designed for. All interactions and the data collected during the

prototyping iterations are listed in Appendix A, and summary statistics of these

interactions are presented in Table 5.1. We used the measures of test time spent

interacting, total interactions, button interactions of total and avg. duration of

button interactions (s) (Table 5.1) to evaluate the interest value of the prototypes

(DG1), and the measure of interactions with intended movement (Table 5.1) to

evaluate how intuitive the prototype interaction mechanism was (DG2).

The prototypes were tested in sessions conducted in the sakis’ enclosure. All

sakis were free to get involved in testing if they chose to. All sakis interacted

during prototyping iterations but they interacted at different stages and with

different prototypes.

The duration of interactions was counted by using the video recording and

a stopwatch. We defined that interaction starts when a saki is close to (approxi-

mately 20cm) and showing interest towards the prototype, i.e. when their body
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Table 5.1. Summary of prototyping results

Iter. Interaction
mechanism

Test
time
(min)

Interaction
time

Total
interactions

Button
interactions
(BI) of total

Avg.
duration
of BI (s)

BI with
intended
movement

P1 1 touch 50 1% (17s) 3 100% (3) 5.7 100% (3)

P2 1 touch & push 5 18% (54s) 5 80% (4) 11.5 0% (0)

P3 2 touch & push 3.5 5% (11s) 5 40% (2) 2.5 0% (0)

P4 2 touch & pull 3 17% (31s) 6 67% (4) 5.5 0% (0)

P5 2 touch 3.5 5% (10s) 2 0% (0) 0.0 0% (0)

P6 3 touch & pull 4.5 51% (139s) 19 79% (15) 8.3 27% (4)

P7 3 touch & down 5.5 25% (84s) 14 57% (8) 7.0 13% (1)

P8 3 touch & move 5 63% (189s) 6 50% (3) 60.3 100% (3)

P9 4 touch & move 6.5 59% (231s) 20 80% (16) 13.4 88% (14)

movement and behaviour indicates the possible intention of tactile interaction

with the prototype. We classified the end of interaction to be when the saki is

no longer close to the prototype or when their movements indicate that their

attention is directed elsewhere. The measures of number and duration of interac-

tions enable a more rigorous comparison of the prototypes and their features and

finding correlations between the qualitative and quantitative data.

Building from above, the interface will consist of tangible objects that control

the digital stimuli in the final device. In the following sections, we present an

iterative process to explore what kind of physical and tangible objects could be

used as an interactive interface for sakis. In these design iterations, we designed,

tested and evaluated prototypes of different shapes and functionalities with the

sakis, receiving help also from the sakis’ keeper. To clarify and simplify the

discussion, we decided to call the objects of the interface "buttons" even though

they don’t look like traditional buttons or have the push-functionality of buttons.

First iteration

Prototype P1

Sakis are very tactile, using their hands and mouths. For this, our first idea

was to design buttons that offer the sakis something to grip. We speculated that

in addition to testing the shape of buttons we could test the material as well.

Drawer knobs are readily available in hardware stores in all kinds of shapes,

sizes and materials, allowing for quick building of the prototype. We decided to

test three different materials, but to keep the size and shape of the knob-buttons

similar to not mix too many variables in one test. We had different ideas on how

the interaction with the knob-buttons could function. As buttons had not been

explored with sakis before, there was no previous work to build on. Interaction

could be initiated by touching, touching and pushing, or touching and pulling the

object. We decided to first combine the testing of shape and material with just the

action of touch. This further limited the features being tested at once.

We built a low fidelity prototype (P1) to meet these requirements (P1, Figure

5.1 A). P1 has three stationary round drawer handles of metal, plastic and wood

attached to a wood plank. These have a diameter varying from 3.5 to 4 centime-
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Figure 5.1. Knob-button prototypes P1 (A) and P2 (B,C,D)

tres.

Prototype P2

In addition, we built another prototype (P2) to test the touch-and-push action

(Figure 5.1 B, C and D) with a button. P2 was a higher-level prototype to test

whether the sakis would find this action type intuitive and to measure how much

force sakis apply on such a button. This functional prototype requires touch and a

small push, which triggers a sensor that recognises the interactions. P2 has one

cylinder-shaped button with a round top (2cm diameter). This button is placed in

a hole on a piece of plywood with a spring underneath. The spring makes sure

that the sakis cannot pull the button out and that the button goes back to the

original stationary position after being pushed down. Attached to the spring is a

flex sensor that bends when the button is pushed down, measuring the amount

of push applied to the button. The sensor was connected to a Raspberry Pi 3 to

collect the data.

Test method of iteration 1

The prototype P1 was tested by placing it to the sakis’ enclosure attached to a

tree (Figure 5.2), for 50 minutes. In this test, we considered (1) whether the sakis

touch the knobs, (2) whether they seem to prefer any of the three knobs, and (3)

how their interactions with the knobs look.

Prototype P2 was tested by holding the prototype for the sakis in their enclo-

sure for 5 minutes. The sakis’ keeper and I both held the prototype for a while

(Figure 5.2). In this test, the focus was on (1) how the sakis interact with this

knob, (2) whether the sakis interact with the knob in such a way they trigger the

device, and (3) is the preset threshold level of the sensor values good.

Test results of iteration 1

During testing the prototype P1, the sakis interacted with the prototype 3 times,

each of these interactions involving the buttons (average duration 5.7 seconds)

(Table 5.1). During one of these interactions, a saki (Igor) touched the leftmost

plastic knob by hand, holding it for 9 seconds. In the two other interactions, the

sakis observed the prototype by touching it with their mouths. In addition to these

tactile interactions, the sakis spent some time nearby the prototype observing
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Figure 5.2. Left: Igor interacting with prototype P1; Right: sakis’ keeper Holding proto-
type P2 for Hubert

from afar or approaching it and coming close but decided not to touch it. Based

on having only three tactile interactions during the 50-minute test period, we

concluded that P1 was not intrinsically interesting to the sakis (DG2). As the

sakis had so few interactions with the prototype, we cannot infer anything about

the sakis’ preference over the material nor say more about how they intrinsically

interact (DG1) with such knobs. Overall, the sakis interacted with the buttons as

was intended (by touching), but spent only 1% of the test session interacting with

the prototype (Table 5.1).

With the prototype P2, the sakis interacted 5 times and in 4 of these in-

teractions the sakis directly interacted with the button (average duration 11.5

seconds)(Table 5.1). The sakis interacted mainly by trying to place the button to

their mouth and once by gripping it. This touch pushed the button so that it could

have triggered the device. Apart from this instance, their interactions did not

involve pushing the button down. Due to having only one interaction where the

button was pushed down, the sensor threshold could not be tested. Overall, the

sakis spent 18% of the test session interacting with the prototype (Table 5.1).

Conclusions of iteration 1

The sakis used the P1 in the way that was intended (using their hands

and mouth to touch the buttons) but mostly kept placing the button of P2 into

their mouth without any pushing. Overall, the sakis were more interested in the

prototype P2 than prototype P1 (total interactions, button interactions of total,

avg. duration of button interactions in Table 5.1). However, they did not find

the push-button intuitive to use, pointing that the interaction mechanism of P1

was better (interactions with intended movement in Table 5.1). Considering this,

combining the features of P1 (the shape of buttons) and P2 (the push-action) could

lead to a prototype that is both intuitive (DG1) and interesting (DG2) to the sakis.

In addition to combining the features of P1 and P2 to another push-button

prototype, we decided to also test a pull-button and to add colour to our prototypes.
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After testing prototypes P1 and P2, the sakis’ keeper shared some of her thoughts

and knowledge about the sakis. She noted that a more innate behaviour for the

sakis is to pull instead of push and that the buttons should be something the sakis

can grip better. She also pointed out that prototypes should be placed so that the

way of interaction is more intuitive. For example, push-buttons could be rather

placed on the floor and pull-buttons on a vertical wall. Furthermore, she noted

that the use of colours in the buttons could help the sakis perceive they are to

be interacted with because the sakis have previously been trained with colourful

objects. It was in this way that the prototyping was a mixture of testing with the

sakis, working on their prior affordances and working with their keepers.

Considering the method of prototyping, it could be that the sakis were more

interested in P2 because humans were present during the testing, which was not

the case for P1. With this troop of sakis, Piitulainen [54] also noted an increase

in the sakis’ interest towards devices when humans were present and handling

them. The presence of keepers familiar to the animals might motivate them to

interact with the prototype that is offered. French et al. [16] found similar results

to this, noting that the presence of keepers familiar to the animal might motivate

them in the hope for food or emotional reward. This motivation can be bad for the

results if the goal is to evaluate the object’s intrinsic motivational value to the

animal but can be useful otherwise.

In our prototyping, we focused on distinguishing between options to find

the most interesting types of objects (DG1) and to find how sakis intrinsically

approach and interact with different types of buttons (DG2). If all following

prototypes are tested the same way (humans present, only the researcher testing

the prototypes if possible), the level of interest can be compared between the

prototypes. In addition, if the presence of humans promotes sakis to use the

prototypes, this is beneficial for learning how they intrinsically approach and use

the buttons. Without food reward inducing the sakis’ interest and keeping them

engaged for a longer period can be difficult.

The sakis’ interactions with the prototypes were rather short (P1 = 3-9s

and P2 = 4-15s, Appendix A) and we observed that they lost their interest in

prototypes rather quickly when interacting. Due to this, the short test time with

P2 was enough to capture the sakis’ interactions effectively, yielding enough

information to continue the design process. In addition, short tests are better for

quick prototyping and keeping the method the same across iterations allows us

better to compare the results of the tests. Following this, we decided to keep the

next iterations short, 3-5 minutes long.

Lastly, we learned that the iterations should be quicker, using prototypes

of lower fidelity (compared to the P2). Testing the sensor with P2 was not very

useful when the method of interaction was not validated yet (we did not know if

the push-action works with the sakis but we still built the prototype relying on

it). Consequently, there were no useful results acquired with the sensor in place,

while making the prototype with the sensor and Raspberry Pi took considerable
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Figure 5.3. Prototypes P3 (A,B), P4 (C) and P5 (D)

time because of delays in acquiring the hardware. To begin with, it is better to

first focus on finding an intuitive and interesting interaction method for the sakis.

Second iteration

Prototypes P3, P4 and P5

During the second iteration, three prototypes were built and tested. Building

on the results of the first iteration, all prototypes were lower-fidelity prototypes.

Prototype P3 combines the shape of P1 and the push-functionality of P2. It has a

drawer knob placed on the hole connected to the spring. This time the prototype

does not have a flex sensor or Raspberry Pi.

Prototype P4 is a pull-button, built with a dog’s pull-rope toy. The pull-rope

is placed in a hole of a piece of plywood. The rope toy is purple coloured. One end

of the rope has a large ball shape and the other end of the rope is attached to a

rubber band connected to a nail. When the rope is pulled and let loose, the rope

springs back to its original position.

P3 combines actions of touch and push and P4 combines touch and pull. In

addition to these, we decided to test also a prototype that only requires touch.

The prototype P1 in the first iteration also only required touch, but it was not

tested with a short 3-5 minute test by a human holding it for the sakis. Hence, we

decided it’s worth testing if the change of method changes the result of a simple

touch button. Prototype P5 has a piece of metal (about 10 by 14 cm) connected to

a wood plank. The prototypes are presented in Figure 5.3.

Test method of iteration 2

Prototypes of the second iteration are tested by presenting them to the sakis

in their enclosure for 3-5 minutes. All three prototypes were tested during one

session (in order of P3, P4, P5), which took 10 minutes in total.

Test results of iteration 2

As we did not use a stopwatch but a regular watch, the length was not timed

exactly. In addition, the switch from one prototype to another was done when a

natural break occurred in the sakis’ interactivity, so we did not stop a test in the

middle of the sakis’ interactions. Due to this, the test lengths of the prototypes
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varied from 3 to 3.5 minutes.

During the testing of these prototypes, Hubert was the most active, being the

only one interacting directly with the prototypes. Other monkeys showed interest

by approaching and watching nearby. With every prototype, Hubert tried to see

what is behind the wood plank or plywood that was held upward for them, by

pulling it and trying to turn it around.

Prototype P3 was tested for 3.5 minutes, during which the sakis interacted

with the prototype 5 times, out of which 2 were button interactions (average

duration 2.5 seconds) (Table 5.1). The sakis interacted with the button once

with their mouth (4 seconds) and once with hand (1 second) (Appendix A). These

touches did not include pushing. The sakis spent 5% of the test time interacting

(Table 5.1).

Prototype P4 was tested for 3 minutes, during which the sakis interacted

with the prototype 6 times, out of which Hubert interacted with the button 4 times

(average duration 5.5 seconds) (Table 5.1). Hubert interacted by gripping the ball

with its hand. Sometimes the touch with hand was combined with moving the

ball at the end of the rope sideways to see underneath. Hubert did not pull the

rope in any of the interactions and spent 17% of the test time interacting with the

prototype (Table 5.1).

Prototype P5 was tested for 3.5 minutes. The sakis did not touch the metal-

plate-button of P5 at all, while they did interact with the prototype by trying to

see behind it two times. The sakis had 2 interactions and spent 5% of the time

interacting with the prototype (Table 5.1).

Conclusions of iteration 2

Prototype P4 was the most interesting to the sakis among the three prototypes.

We inferred this based on their body language, the number of interactions and the

time the sakis spent interacting with it. Although, the differences between the

prototypes were very small. After testing the prototypes, the keeper speculated

that the colour or size and shape of the prototype P4 might have affected that

the sakis’ found it more interesting than the P3 and P5 prototypes. She also

added that objects inhibiting movement are more interesting to sakis. The keeper

explained how Hubert, one of the male sakis, is used to colourful dog toys that

have moving pieces. The Colour, shape, size and movement of the buttons should

be again considered to support the sakis’ interest in the prototypes.

In addition, using objects familiar to the sakis would offer better affordances,

as was speculated by Wirman and Jørgensen [72]. Prototypes of the next iteration

could mimic the mechanism of the toys the sakis have used before. Such (5.4)

have movable pieces that reveal hidden food rewards. The keeper also noted

how despite being relatively inactive monkeys, the sakis like to search and fiddle

things. She suggests that more intuitive movements for them could be turning or

fiddling things to investigate behind/underneath.
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Figure 5.4. Sakis’ toys with moving objects

Third iteration

Prototypes P6, P7 and P8

Building on the results of the second iteration, three prototypes were built that

are coloured in bright orange and have a size that the sakis can grip more easily.

Furthermore, they all inhabit a different type of movement.

Prototype P6 is a pull-button modified from the concept of P4 with the pull-

rope. It is made of a wooden ball attached to a jute string. The end of the jute

string is connected with a rubber band secured on a nail to create a bounce-back

effect. The size of the ball at end of a string is smaller and the button moves much

more: the ball can be pulled back for about 15 cm and when let go, it will sharply

return to the original location where the ball is tightly next to the plywood.

Prototype P7 is a lever-button, the concept suggested by the keeper. It is a

wooden piece that bounces back to its place when pressed down. The button is

made with two identical pieces of wood placed on opposite sides of the wood plank.

They are connected so that when the other moves, the other one moves the same

way. The button on the hidden side of the wood plank is constrained with rubber

bands connected to nails so that when the button on the right side is moved, it

moves only how the rubber bands allow.

Prototype P8 mimics one of the toys that the sakis are used to. The prototype

has a wooden piece that moves around an axle (a screw that it is hanging on),

hiding a red dot when in the neutral downward position. To see the colourful

dot underneath, saki needs to move the piece. In the original toy, there would

be a food reward sitting on top of the colour spot. Prototypes P6, P7 and P8 are

presented in Figure 5.5.

Test method of iteration 3

The prototypes were tested by presenting them for sakis in their enclosure for 3-5

minutes. The prototypes were tested during one session, which took 15 minutes.

Test results of iteration 3

The average length of test sessions (5 minutes) ended up being longer than in

the previous iteration (3.3 minutes) and varied from 4.5 to 5.5 minutes. This was
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Figure 5.5. Prototypes P6 (A), P7 (B,C) and P8 (D)

Figure 5.6. Sakis interacting with P6 by gripping and pulling by mouth

because we did not use a stopwatch but a regular watch to time the test duration,

and because the sakis were quite interactive, a natural break occurring slightly

later than in the previous iteration.

The sakis were interacting with the prototypes of this iteration much more

than during previous iterations–they seemed very active during the session. Both

Bea and Hubert were very active. Like in previous iterations, the sakis tried to

see many times what was behind the prototypes.

P6 was tested for 4.5 minutes. The sakis interacted with the prototype 19

times out of which with the button 15 times (average duration 8.3 seconds) (Table

5.1). The sakis’ intrinsic way to interact with this prototype was by touching

it with their mouth or moving the ball around by hand (in its original position

without pulling it). The sakis learned that they can pull the ball when Hubert

was gripping the jute string by its teeth and consequently pulled the ball. After

learning this, sakis successfully repeated this movement couple more times and

seemingly tried more times by mouth and by hand 5.6. In the end, the sakis’ 4

interactions included the intended movement, and they spent 51% of test time

interacting with the prototype (Table 5.1).

P7 was tested for 5.5 minutes. The mechanics of the lever button did not quite

work, the lever did not always flip back as planned. The sakis interacted with the

prototype 14 times out of which with the button 8 times (average duration 7.0

seconds) (Table 5.1). The sakis touched the piece using their mouth and gripping

it by hand. During one interaction a correct movement by hand was done and a

saki pushed the lever down. The sakis interacted with the prototype 25% of the
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test time (Table 5.1).

P8 was tested for 5.0 minutes. The sakis interacted with the prototype 5

times, out of which 3 times with the button (average duration 60.3 seconds) (Table

5.1). The sakis had only a few button interactions, but Hubert spent most of

the testing time in one interaction that lasted nearly 3 minutes (165 seconds).

Hubert was very interactive and would have continued interacting if the session

time would not have ended. The sakis’ first style of interaction was by hand, by

moving the piece sideways, after which they also used their mouth a lot and tried

to bite and pull the flip-piece. Overall, in all three button interactions, the sakis

performed the correct movement, and they spent 63% of test time interacting.

Based on observing the sakis’ body movements and behaviour, this prototype was

attracting the most attention from the sakis among the prototypes of the third

iteration.

Conclusions of iteration 3

P6 and P8 were the most interesting prototypes for the sakis (based on total

interactions, button interactions of the total, avg. duration of button interactions

in Table 5.1).

Of the three prototypes in this iteration, P6 had the most interactions (19)

and P8 had the longest proportion of time that the sakis spent interacting (63% of

time) with the prototype, having one almost-3-minute interaction. P7 also had

many interactions (14), more than P8 (6). Overall, all these prototypes were more

interesting than prototypes of previous iterations, based on observed behaviour

and the number of interactions, or time spent interacting with the prototype.

Prototype P8 had the most intuitive button so far: in all of the button interactions,

the sakis performed the intended movement.

Both P6 and P8 allow for a good range of movement and maybe had inter-

esting shapes and colours. Based on observation and the quantitative measures,

prototype P8 could be a better option to continue with. The interactions with

P8 were longer and more engaging in quality. Furthermore, the design of P8

is easier to implement as part of the main tunnel-shaped device, because of its

functionality. To move forward in the design process, we decided to continue

forward with prototype P8.

Fourth iteration: final design

Prototype P9

In this final stage of prototyping, we continued further with the design of prototype

P8. We aimed to validate the efficacy of the design by making it into a higher-level

prototype (P9). P9 has the functionality and technology that we planned to use in

the final experimental device.

Prototype P9 has the same colours as P8 and is of better quality than P8 (the

axle part is designed to be durable). A magnetic switch and a magnet were used
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Figure 5.7. Final functional prototype P9

Figure 5.8. Testing the final prototype at the zoo with sakis

to build a mechanism to detect the movement of the wooden piece. The magnetic

switch was placed on the backside of a large piece of wood (along with a Raspberry

Pi and a portable charger, enabling logging the interactions automatically) to

be out of reach for the sakis. On the front of the wooden piece, a magnet was

placed inside the button (the moving wooden piece that goes around its axle). The

prototype is presented in Figure 5.7.

Test method of functional prototype

Prototype P9 was tested in the sakis’ enclosure by the researcher holding the

prototype for the sakis (Figure 5.8. In addition to observing how the sakis use the

prototype as in previous iterations, we tested whether the physical modifications

change the sakis’ interactions with the prototype from the previous testing with

prototype P8 and whether the system with the magnetic switch correctly logs

movement of the button.

Test results of final stage

The sakis had 20 interactions with the device, out of which 16 were button inter-

actions (average duration 13.4 seconds) (Table 5.1). All of the button interactions

triggered the magnetic switch and were logged by the system. However, based

on observation, 14 of the button interactions included intended movement, the

other 2 interactions including only biting and slight movement of the button. This

points out that the system is too sensitive. During an interaction, the sakis would

move the button around, triggering it multiple times (on average 6.4 times). The

sakis mainly interacted with the switch by gripping it with one or two hands,

moving it around its axle or trying to pull it off. In some interactions, they were

biting the piece and licking the red dot underneath.
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Conclusions of final stage

The testing revealed that the small physical changes done to the prototype (it has

a large visible head of a screw; the button is further from the wall than in the

previous prototype; the red dot is not inside a hole but instead just on the surface

of the wooden wall) did not affect how the sakis interacted with the prototype. In

general, the sakis’ interactions remained similar to prototype P8. The sakis again

showed interested in the prototype and did not pay too much attention to the

large screw or change their interest towards the red dot. The computer-enabled

prototype also logged the movements accurately.

Summary

During the prototyping, we did four iterations and tested eight initial prototypes

(Figure 5.9) before developing and testing the final functional prototype (Figure

5.7). The prototypes were tested just with physical feedback; we did not test the

prototypes with audio or visual stimuli. The design decisions during prototyping

were informed by observations, quantitative data collected during the tests and by

the sakis’ keepers’ and my experiences with the sakis. In the iterations, we ended

up playing with colour, shapes and movements when trying to build interesting

and intuitive tangible buttons for the sakis. We tried movements of touch, touch

and pull, and touch and push as the mechanisms for the sakis to interact with the

prototypes. In the end, we found a prototype that seemed to be very interesting to

the sakis (DG1) and that they interacted with in the intended way almost every

time, pointing that its mechanism was intuitive to the sakis (DG2).

In addition to finding a tangible button interface for the sakis, we learned

about testing prototypes with the sakis. Most of the tests were quick 3-5 minutes

long because the sakis would not sustain their interest for a longer time. Due

to this, testing longer would not yield more results, and 3-5 minutes is efficient.

The prototypes were tested by the researcher holding them for the sakis and

someone else filming the test, standing outside the enclosure. We noticed that

when a human held the prototype for the sakis, they showed more interest in the

prototype and interacted with it more often than when the prototype was deployed

in their enclosure (prototype P1). This method allowed us to gather data from the

interactions more efficiently. However, it is important to consider that presence of

keepers or humans affects the results if the goal of the test is to find out whether

the sakis find the prototype intrinsically motivating. Lastly, it is important to test

the interaction mechanism with low-fidelity prototypes, and with a low number of

new features, before moving on to more functionality.

5.2 Technical device

In this section, we describe the technical device and its parts. The mechanical

work to build the device was done in Fablab of Aalto University, where any tools
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Figure 5.9. Types of buttons tested with sakis

and help were readily available. In addition to the basic tools, screws and glue, we

used a laser cutter, an acrylic bender machine and soldering equipment to build

the device. The approximate cost of materials (wood, acrylic, hardware) to build

this device was 180 euros.

This system is an example of an autonomous enrichment device that does

not require any human resources from the zoo after being deployed. The system

was powered with a power cord, it could be controlled remotely over WIFI, and it

automatically enabled and recorded the interactions of the sakis.

Structure and buttons

In this thesis we utilised the enrichment device used in the previous studies with

the same troop [25, 55], having no adverse effects on the sakis. The device is a

tunnel-shaped structure, its floor and walls made of wood and the roof of acrylic.

We made some adjustments to the tunnel design which changed the sizing of the

tunnel. (See Figure 5.10 for device and its measures after modifications).

The original device has holes for placing three Infrared Distance (IR) sensors

and holes on the plywood wall for audio to come through. Attached to the side of

the main frame, a structure is made to protect the hardware from moisture and

the animals. The side has sliding doors that allow for easy access to the hardware.

The doors are locked with snap hooks that the sakis cannot open. These details

are showed in Figure 5.11.

The main change to the original device was the addition of the tangible

interface consisting of four buttons. We decided to use four buttons because we

planned to use most of the same audio (4 files) and video (5 files) stimuli as in the

previous studies [25, 55], and because the structure could fit four of these buttons

inside. Each button was made of pieces of plywood, two neodymium magnets
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Figure 5.10. Measures of the device in centimeters

Figure 5.11. Saki-proof locking system and the sliding doors of the side structure

(diameter 10mm, holding strength 0.9kg) and a bearing, allowing the button to

freely move around its axle. The buttons were coloured orange with acrylic paint.

Circles of red paper were attached to the wall of the device using glue and plastic

to cover them from moisture. Their positions were on spots where the buttons

will cover them when they are in their neutral position. The buttons and the red

circles are shown in Figure 5.12.

We chose the positions of the buttons inside the device so that they are as

close to the screen as possible. The buttons require quite some space to move

around their axle. Since the idea was for the sakis to activate the buttons and

at the same time be able to see the visual stimuli (or hear the audio stimuli),

keeping the buttons near the screen ensure better usability. We noticed during

the prototyping that the sakis used the buttons mostly while seated, so we kept

the buttons’ height off the floor (see Figure 5.10) similar to the prototype so that

they are within an easy reach for the sakis. The final device with all the parts

attached is presented in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.12. Left: plywood pieces, magnet and bearing; Middle: finished buttons; Right:
red circles on place
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Figure 5.13. Finished button device

Figure 5.14. Hardware of the button device in Study 1

Hardware

We used the same hardware, apart from the infrared (IR) distance sensors, as in

the previous studies with the sakis with audio and visual stimuli [25, 55]. The

hardware includes a screen (7-inch HDMI LCD Rev2.1), a camera (Raspberry Pi

Camera V2.1) and a speaker (XMI X-Mini II mini) controlled by a Raspberry Pi 3

(Model B) running the software. In addition, we added four magnetic switches

(Sowaytech RS-01C) to build the functionality of the buttons, and a microphone to

record sounds. By recording sounds, we can troubleshoot issues and make sure

the sounds of the device are working as supposed to. The hardware is presented

in Figure 5.14.

Magnetic switches

The magnetic switches detect when the buttons (and the magnets on them) are

moved from their neutral downward position. We placed the four magnetic

switches on the outside of the wall (where all the hardware is) so that they are

opposite to the four buttons and their magnets on the other side. A magnetic
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Figure 5.15. Circuit of magnetic switches connected to Raspberry Pi

switch’s circuit will be closed, when the button (the magnet) is in its neutral

position, and open, when the button is moved (the magnet is not directly opposite

to the switch). In other words, a magnetic switch sends a signal to the Raspberry

Pi, indicating that a button is moving. The circuit of a magnetic switch connected

to the Raspberry Pi is presented in Figure 5.15.

Software

The software for the system was written in Python 3.7. The software reads and

processes the data it receives from the magnetic switches. When a magnetic

switch is triggered, the software will start playing an audio or a video file, or noth-

ing, depending on the current experimental condition. In addition, the software

starts recording the interaction with a camera and a microphone and logs data

about the interaction locally. The software uploads the recordings and the data

of interactions to Google Drive in preset intervals. The recordings are uploaded

daily and the data every 6 minutes unless the device is being used. The software

also continuously logs status updates, which allows us to notice any issues quickly.

A link to the software can be found in Appendix B. The system was connected to

local WIFI at the zoo. We could access the system with a remote connection over

WIFI by using VNC remote access software (by RealVNC).

Logic of interactions with buttons

When a button is moved from its neutral position, it is detected by the system.

This movement is translated into on/off commands that start or stop the digital

stimuli. Each of the four buttons is mapped to different digital content at a

time. The system recognises which of the four buttons is activated and starts to

play the content. These events are connected to the terms of button activation

and interactive period. Delays were used to avoid system crashes and to create

space for and between the interactions. A process map of the logic of the sakis’
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interactions with the buttons are illustrated in Figure 5.16 and explained further

below.

Figure 5.16. Process logic of software during an interaction

The buttons start moving (swinging around the axle) easily when given a

push. Due to this, the system can detect changes between on and off positions

many times within a second. The stimuli going on and off at such a rate would

possibly crash the system and hinder the sakis’ learning. The constant change

could elicit stress and confusion in the sakis. Therefore, the system is adapted

to the quickly moving buttons so that it does not instantly react to every slight

movement. The system also double checks that a button is still being moved when

it starts playing the stimulus. In addition, the system will play a stimulus for

a minimum of 3 seconds to allow the stimuli to always play for some time, even

if the interaction with the button is very short. This is done to support sakis’

learning and enrichment. The duration of 3 seconds for the delay was selected

as in the previous studies the smallest median duration of interactions among

stimuli conditions was 3 seconds [25, 55].

As defined in Chapter 4, the sakis’ interactions with the buttons are described

with two terms, button activations and interactive periods. The recording of

video and audio are intertwined with these concepts. Recording spans over

an interactive period, meaning that the recording can include multiple button

activations. In other words, the recording will start when a new button activation

begins and will stop after a 10-second-delay has passed since the end of the last

button. This delay of recording (used also to distinguish interactive periods as

described in detail in 4) reduces stress on the system–there’s no need to stop and

start the recording again when button activations start after each other.

Stimuli content

The audio and video files were picked from the previous two studies conducted

with the sakis [25, 55]. There were five video and four audio files, so we chose 4/5
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Figure 5.17. Powering of the device in the enclosure

of the video files that were preferred the most by the sakis (forest, underwater,

worms and abstract) and reused all of the audio files (rain, zen, traffic, music).

The list of the files is in Appendix C. It could have been interesting to choose more

polarised content (to select the least and most preferred) and see if the contrast

between them persists, but we chose to use the preferred videos since they can

offer the enrichment that the sakis have mostly sought. The stimuli content and

the buttons are mapped within variables of the software, so these mappings could

be changed remotely with software updates.

5.3 Experimental Method

An experiment was conducted for 23 days with the enrichment device within the

sakis enclosure at Korkeasaari Zoo. The goal of the experiment was to study how

the sakis trigger audio and visual stimuli using the tangible interface.

The enrichment device was deployed in the regular living space of the white-

faced sakis. It was placed in a similar location proven to work well in the previous

study with a similar device and the same troop [25]. The device was secured on

a level wood plank hanging from the roof at a height of 3.5 meters. This height

was chosen due to the sakis usually living in trees at varying heights and not on

the ground level. The device was turned so that the sakis using the device could

be monitored. To keep the device level and to keep it from swinging (and thus

triggering the device), it was attached to another small piece of wood leaning on a

branch of the central tree. The device was powered through a power cable that

was covered with a metal tube to secure it from the sakis biting it (Figure 5.17).

The device in the enclosure of the white-faced sakis is presented in Figure 5.18.

Method

At the beginning of the study, a no-stimuli condition was run for seven days to

collect baseline data. The data was used to learn how much the sakis use the
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Figure 5.18. The button device in the white-faced sakis’ enclosure at Korkeasaari Zoo

buttons without stimuli feedback, to be able to compare the stimuli conditions to

the baseline. After this period, the stimuli conditions of audio and visual stimuli

were turned on in cycles, each stimuli condition running for a certain time and

then switching to another, and then back again to the first (i.e. audio cycle 1,

visual cycle 1, audio cycle 2, et cetera). Furthermore, during one cycle of stimuli

condition, each of the four buttons would trigger a different stimulus content, i.e.

audio or video file. The order in which these files were in respect to the buttons

was changed for every cycle. This allowed each file to be coupled once with each

button (e.g. ABCD, DABC, CDAB, BCDA).

This method of cycles of audio and visual stimuli was used to mitigate against

any order effect that the stimulus type could introduce. Likewise, changing the

order of the stimuli content in each cycle mitigated against any order effect of the

buttons. For example, if a saki prefers the button on the left side of the device,

its placement does not affect how often a certain stimulus content is triggered.

This was considered since in the previous studies with the sakis and a similar

device [25, 55] it was found that the sakis do not use the space equally; they prefer

certain spots inside the device. Additionally, changing the type of stimulus (audio

or visual) and placement of the stimuli contents can help to keep the novelty of

the device higher, which is desired to provide enrichment for the sakis.

One challenge of having the baseline week is that during this time the sakis

learn that (apart from the physical feedback of the tangible button) there is

no feedback (digital enrichment stimulus) from the device. When the stimuli

conditions are turned on, the sakis need a large enough number of interactions

with the stimuli to learn that the system is interactive and further to have a

chance to explore the new feedback loop and that each button has a different

stimuli content. Learning about the content is essential for them to potentially

choose between them. As there are no studies to draw examples from, we decided
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to look into how many button activations and interactive periods the sakis have

with the system during the baseline week. Based on this we made an informed

decision on the number of interactions the sakis would need to learn.

During the baseline week, we observed that the three monkeys had 21

interactive periods and 37 button activations total. This means that each saki had

an average of 1.0 interactive period and 1.8 button activations per day. We decided

that the duration of one cycle of stimuli conditions should be a minimum of four

days. This would allow each monkey to potentially have 4 interactive periods and

7 button activations during one four-day cycle. Consequently, each monkey has a

chance to activate each button at least once during a cycle of stimuli conditions.

Following the suggestion of Hirskyj-Douglas and Kankaanpää [25] a no-

stimuli week was also planned for the end of the study period to capture the

after-effects of the stimuli interactions. According to the plan of having a no-

stimulus week in the beginning and at the end of the study, 4-day-cycles for each

stimulus type and the 4 orders of the buttons, the plan of the study would have

taken 46 days.

However, after about 3 weeks into the study (23 days), we saw from the data

that the sakis had only 0-1 button activations in every three cycles of stimuli

conditions that we had already run. The low number of activations meant that

the sakis were not using the buttons enough to learn about the existence of the

stimuli and the interactivity of the device. We determined that the study is not

yielding useful data.

We contemplated how we could aid the sakis’ self-learning and motivate

them to activate the buttons now that the stimuli conditions were running. We

decided to re-introduce the enrichment device for them after a couple of days.

This was done by taking the device out of the sakis’ enclosure and by installing it

back to the same location after five days. We hoped that re-introducing the device

after a break would motivate the sakis to explore it more than before. If the sakis

would use the buttons and we could determine that the sakis have learned about

the stimulus, the data could be useful.

In the end, re-introducing the device did not motivate the sakis to activate

the buttons anymore. We stopped the experiment after seven days of the re-

introduction. The sakis had zero button activations during this time. The duration

of the study was 23 days before taking the device out and re-introducing it for 7

days, and only this part of the experiment is analysed. During the 23 days, we

had run 2 cycles of both visual and audio stimuli. We decided not to consider the

seven days after re-introduction to keep the data more clear.

Data collection

During the experiment, the system collected data of the sakis’ interactions with

the buttons. Each time a button was activated, a record of this was logged online

to Google Sheets. This record included start and end times, duration of the
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Figure 5.19. View from inside the button device (left) and from the Google Nest camera
(right) in Study 1

activation, the button number (1-4) and content played. Each button activation

was given an identification label that distinguished the button activation and

also an identification label for the interactive period that could be the same for

multiple button activations. The system recorded audio and video for the duration

of each interactive period.

In addition to the automatically logged data and recordings of the activa-

tions, clips of Google Nest recordings were manually saved and paired with the

activation data. The saving of clips and pairing them was done by using the

timestamps of the activations to locate them on the daily recording feed online.

Using the Google Nest recordings and the device’s recordings (Figure 5.19),

each record of button activation was checked and labelled with two pieces of

information: whether the button was activated by a saki and not by accident or

by another monkey, and which individual saki it was.

Data analysis

Over the 23-day-study, there were no system failures. At the beginning of data

analysis, the automatically-collected data containing 77 button activations was

cleaned from those that were triggered by other monkeys (pygmy marmosets)

sharing the sakis’ enclosure (31 activations) or that were triggered by accident by

the device itself (7 activations). Accidental activations happened a few times when

a saki for example jumped against the horizontal plank on which the device was

mounted, resulting in the swinging of the device that was enough for the buttons

to move and trigger the system by itself. Consequently, 39 button activations

belonging to 23 different interactive periods were further analysed using R in R

Studio IDE software with an external package of Tidyverse (for data manipulation

and visualizations; v1.3.0). Data and R code can be found online B.

5.4 Results

The group had an average of 1 interactive period per day and 1.7 button activations

per day. The mean duration of single interactive periods was 6.4 seconds. The

average time that the group of sakis spent interacting with the tangible interface

daily was 7.2 seconds. Per monkey these daily values of interaction time were
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Figure 5.20. Trajectory of interaction time per monkey over study days (in seconds) in
Study 1

short (M=2.4s, SD=6.1s).

The sakis’ interactions occurred mostly at the beginning of the study. The

interactions are skewed to the first seven days of the study as shown in Figure

5.20. This is likely due to the novelty effect.

In addition to activating the buttons, the sakis interacted with the device by

walking or running through it, and by sitting inside. These types of interactions

occurred mostly in the first week of the study. Amidst these, the sakis would

sometimes activate the buttons, usually by sitting inside the device, in front of

the button and activating it using their hands.

Most of the interactive periods occurred together within time frames of 4-15

minutes. During these active periods, the same saki would activate the buttons

one or more times, go away or turn away from the buttons and return activating

the buttons in a while. The sakis interacted with the button device between 8

AM and 3 PM, 18 of total 23 interactive periods occurring between 9 and 12 AM

during baseline week. The sakis often slept on top of the device during the nights.

The sakis mostly used buttons 0 and 1, which were placed on the right side

of the device when looking towards the screen, 0 being on the most right (Button

0 = 13; Button 1 = 16; Button 2 = 5; Button 3 = 5 activations).

We analysed individual monkeys’ interactions with the tangible interface

(Table 5.2). During the study days, Bea did not interact with the interface. Igor

had almost double the interactive periods than Hubert (16 and 7 respectively,

Table 5.2), which is also seen in their total interaction times (Igor = 118s, Hubert =

48s, Table 5.2). Igor’s interactions varied more than Hubert’s in terms of duration

of interactive periods (Igor SD=8.9s, Hubert SD=2.3s, Table 5.2) and they were

longer on average than Hubert’s (Igor M=7.4s, Hubert M=4.8s, Table 5.2). Despite

these differences, most of Igor and Hubert’s interactive periods were short (Igor

Median = 3.8s, Hubert Median = 3.4s, Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2. Interactive periods by individual monkeys with the button device. Bea had no
interactions so is not included.

Interactive
periods

Button
activations

Interaction
time (s)

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Hubert 7 13 48 4.8 3.4 2.3 9.9 3.3

Igor 16 26 118 7.4 3.8 8.9 39.1 3.0

Effect of stimuli

The no-stimuli condition lasted for 7 days and stimuli conditions for 16 days,

following our method of having a baseline week. The sakis’ interactions with

the tangible interface drastically decreased after the baseline week, having only

2 interactive periods during the stimuli conditions compared to 21 during the

no-stimuli week (Table 5.3). This is also reflected on the sakis’ total interaction

times (Table 5.3: no-stimuli 159s, stimuli 6.7s).

The sakis’ two interactive periods during stimuli conditions were short (Table

5.4: M=3.4s, SD=0.01s). During baseline week, the sakis’ interaction lengths were

longer and varied more (Table 5.4: M=6.6s, SD=7.4s). The longest interaction a

saki had with one button was 20.2 seconds (Table 5.5).

In previous studies with the sakis and a similar device, a baseline week

resulted in 1.8 [55] and in 1.5 [25] interactions per day per monkey. Interactions

in these studies were defined as tunnel interactions (see Chapter 4 Terminology).

Due to this, the average values presented are not directly comparable with the

interactive periods measured in this study. However, they give an idea of how

the study results might differ. This comparison shows that sakis interacted

with the device for similar amounts during the baseline week of this study (1.0

interactive periods per day per monkey, Table 5.3) as in previous studies since

this measure does not include interactions with the device that did not have any

button activations.

Table 5.3. Daily values of interactions per monkey in Study 1; total values in parentheses

Test
days

Interactive
periods

Button
activations

Interaction
time (s)

SD of daily interaction
time per monkey

No-stimuli 7 1.00 (21) 1.76 (37) 7.57 (159) 9.47

Stimuli 16 0.04 (2) 0.04 (2) 0.14 (6.7) 0.38

Table 5.4. Details of interactive periods during Study 1

Interactive
periods

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

No-stimuli 21 6.6 3.8 7.4 39.1 3.0

Stimuli 2 3.4 3.4 0.01 3.38 3.4

Stimuli type and stimuli content

Due to the limited amount of data we are unable to make conclusive statements

about the effect of different stimuli on the sakis’ interactions. This means we

are unable to form results about the triggering preferences of stimuli type (RQ3)
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Table 5.5. Details of button activations during Study 1

Button
activations

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

No-stimuli 37 4.3 3.4 2.8 20.2 3.0

Stimuli 2 3.4 3.4 0.01 3.38 3.4

and stimuli content (RQ2) of white-faced sakis. In the previous studies, the

interactions per day per monkey increased during stimuli conditions (’no video’

= 1.47, visual stimuli M=4.7 [25], and ’silent’ = 1.84, audio stimuli M=2.72 [55]).

Based on these results, and the fact that in this study the sakis’ had only two

interactions during the stimuli conditions, we assume that the sakis did not have

a chance to learn about the presence of stimuli. This further indicates that for

this group, touch as a modality of the interface might not be a good interaction

method.
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6. Study 2: Body tracking with
proxemics

In Study 2 we modified the device and conducted a second experiment with

the sakis. In this experiment, the device used body tracking to activate the

stimuli instead of a tangible interface. We studied the sakis’ interactions with the

proxemic device to infer the sakis’ preferences between audio and visual stimuli

(RQ3), and their preferences over the stimuli contents of audio and visual stimuli

(RQ2). The results were used to expand our understanding of how we can build

interactive systems for white-faced sakis (RQ4).

In this chapter, we first describe the modified technical device (Section 6.1)

and the experimental design (Section 6.2). Lastly, the results of this second

experiment are presented (Section 6.3).

6.1 Technical device

Hardware and software

The device was modified by removing the buttons and adding three infrared (IR)

sensors (SHARP GP2Y0A41SKOF 4 -30 cm) (Figure 6.1). The sensors are located

below the screen, at a height of 16.5 cm. This location was successful in the

previous studies with the sakis [25, 55]. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure

6.2.

The software was updated to trigger the stimuli with the new interaction

mechanism. The software detects the presence and the location of a saki inside

the device. When a saki is detected on a location, the software starts playing the

stimuli (Figure 6.3).

There are three locations within the device, called activation zones. These

zones are used to allow the sakis to choose between the stimuli content. When

a saki enters one of the zones, the content allocated for that zone will turn on.

These zones are determined by the locations of the IR sensors (Figure 6.3). The

width of the zones is determined by the size of the sakis and their posture (i.e. the

space a saki takes while being in front of the sensor’s beam).
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Figure 6.1. Hardware of the proxemic device

Figure 6.2. Circuit diagram of IR sensors connected to Raspberry Pi (From [54])

Figure 6.3. Left: triggering the visual stimuli; Right: activation zones of the proxemic
device
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Figure 6.4. Proxemic device in white-faced sakis enclosure at Korkeasaari Zoo

Content of stimuli

As only three zones were used in Study 2, one more audio track and one video

file needed to be left out (from files listed in Appendix C). We chose to use such

audio and visual stimuli that the sakis have previously [25, 55] sought for the

most, to offer them the best enrichment. Based on this reasoning, the forest video

was omitted out of the visual stimuli. The sakis interacted with the forest video

the least based on the frequency of interactions in the previous study [25].

There were no clear indicators in the previous study [55] which of the audio

tracks was the least preferred by the sakis. As the Zen track was not seen to be

very suitable for testing, it was omitted. The Zen audio builds very slowly and

during short interactions, the track rarely gets to start fully and thus limits the

results in the study.

6.2 Experimental method

Study 2 was conducted over 32 days. The goal was to study how the sakis trigger

audio and visual stimuli using the proxemic interface. The experimental design

was kept similar to that of Study 1.

The proxemic device was deployed back to the sakis’ regular living space.

Compared to Study 1, the device was moved slightly to another location on the

level wood plank and it was turned 90 degrees (Figure 6.4). The device was turned

so that the entries of the device are positioned for the sakis to easily walk through

it. We decided to do this to increase the number of interactions with the device.

In the previous study, this position worked well [25].
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Figure 6.5. View from inside the proxemic device (left) and from the Google Nest camera
(right) in Study 2

Method

At the beginning of the study, the baseline week of no-stimuli was run for seven

days. After this, the audio and visual stimuli were turned on in cycles. The

cycles were used to mitigate against the order effect of the stimulus type. During

the cycles, each of the three activation zones would trigger a different stimulus

content. The coupling of the stimuli contents with activation zones was changed

in every cycle so that each content was played once in each activation zone (e.g.

ABC, CAB, BCA). This was done to mitigate against the order effect of the stimuli

content. At the end of the study, a post-stimuli condition without stimuli was run

for a week to capture the after-effects of the stimuli.

During the baseline week, we measured the frequency of the sakis’ interac-

tions with the device. We used this information to decide the cycle length of the

stimuli conditions, similarly to Study 1, to ensure the sakis would have enough

time to learn about the stimuli during the cycles. The sakis had 38 interactive

periods that consisted of 60 zone activations. Each saki had on average 1.8 inter-

active periods per day and activated different zones 2.9 times per day. We decided

on a cycle length of three days, this allowing each saki to visit the device 5 times

and activate the zones 8 times during one three-day cycle.

With the 3-day cycle and three activation zones, both audio and visual stimuli

conditions were turned on for 9 days in total. Consequently, stimuli conditions

were on for 18 days. With the two control conditions without stimuli at the

beginning and end of the study, the study took 32 days.

Data collection

We used the same data collection method as in Study 1 (see Section 5.3). However,

instead of logging the number of the buttons (1-4), we logged activation zone

numbers (1-3). In addition, we coded two more labels with Boolean values to

store information on how the monkey interacted with the device and the stimuli.

These labels indicated whether a monkey simply went through the device without

stopping and whether the monkey sat down inside the device. We labelled the

interactions using the Google Nest recordings and the device’s recordings (Figure

6.5).
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Data analysis

Over the 32-day-study, there were no system failures. At the beginning of the data

analysis, the automatically-collected data containing 177 zone activations was

cleaned from those that were triggered by the other monkeys (pygmy marmosets)

sharing the sakis’ enclosure (9 activations), or that were triggered by accident

by the device itself (11 activations). Accidental zone activations occurred if

the sensitivity threshold of the IR sensors were crossed. This would happen

especially at the beginning of the study when the device was deployed and the

IR sensors needed calibration in the new environment. Consequently, 157 zone

activations belonging to 114 interactive periods were further analysed using R

Studio IDE software with external packages of Tidyverse (for data manipulation

and visualizations; v1.3.0), rstatix (for Wilcoxon tests; v0.6.0), and moments

(D’Agostino-Pearson’s test; v0.14). Data and R code can be found online B.

The effect of the stimuli and the differences between stimuli types and

stimuli contents were tested using the time a saki spent interacting with the

device daily (daily interaction time per monkey). These values of daily interaction

time per monkey were tested for normality with D’Agostino–Pearson’s test (skew

= 1.192, z = 2.746, p = 0.006). Because the values are highly skewed, independent

Wilcoxon rank-sum test was conducted to compare the results. The results were

compared between baseline (N = 7 days) and stimuli conditions (N = 18 days),

between baseline and post-stimuli conditions (N = 7 days), between audio and

visual stimuli (N = 9 days for both), and between stimuli contents of audio and

visual stimuli (N = 9 days for each content).

6.3 Results

The group of sakis had an average of 3.6 interactive periods per day and 4.9 zone

activations per day. The mean duration of interactive periods was 3.8 seconds for

the whole group. The daily average of time the group spent interacting with the

proxemic device was 18.3 seconds on average. Per monkey, the daily interaction

time values were more than double of those in study 1 (M=6.3s, SD=6.6s).

Overall, the sakis’ daily interaction time decreased over the course of the

32-day-study (Figure 6.6). However, this decrease was not linear. It follows a

zigzag pattern. This pattern is further visualised based on test cycles in Figure

6.7.

The sakis typically interacted with the proxemic device between 5 AM and 6

PM, having a pause in interactions in the middle of this active time around 11 AM.

The sakis interacted with the device mostly by walking or running through it (in

81 of 114 interactive periods, 71%). During some interactive periods, they paused

for a moment, with their back legs and tail inside the device, and then continued.

During three interactive periods, the sakis also sat down on one of the sides of the
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Figure 6.6. Trajectory of interaction time per monkey over study days (in seconds) in
Study 2

Figure 6.7. Trajectory of interaction time per monkey over test cycles (in seconds) in Study
2

structure. Some interactions were such that the saki was about to come inside

the device but quickly ran back as if being caught by surprise by the audio stimuli

(these interactions only happened with audio stimuli). In one interaction, Bea

spent longer time inside the device seemingly observing the audio stimuli, trying

to understand its source. The audio playing at that time was music. The sakis

continued to sometimes sleep on top of the device.

Due to mostly interacting with the device by passing through, the sakis

activated the activation zones (AZ) 0 and 2, which were located in both ends of

the device the most. When a saki quickly goes through the device, usually the

first activation zone it passes through (either side) is triggered and will play the

stimuli for the minimum length of 3 seconds. After this, if the saki is walking

through slower, it can activate still the other zone in the other end of the device.

(AZ 0 = 62, AZ 1 = 13, AZ 2 = 82 activations).

Summary of individual sakis’ usage of the device is shown in Table 6.1. All

three sakis interacted with the device during Study 2: Igor the most, followed by

Hubert and then Bea (see interactive periods and interaction time in Table 6.1).

Igor and Bea both had some longer interactions while Hubert’s mean duration of
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Table 6.1. Interactive periods by individual monkeys in Study 2

Interactive
periods

Zone
activations

Interaction
time (s)

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Bea 16 22 109 5.2 3.1 8.9 44.0 3.0

Hubert 36 56 180 3.3 3.1 0.9 8.6 3.0

Igor 62 79 297 3.8 3.1 5.3 49.9 3.0

interactive periods stayed lower (Igor M=3.8s; Bea M=5.2s; Hubert M=3.3s). The

longest interactions were when a saki sat down inside the device, once by Bea

(44s, Table 6.1) and once by Igor (50s, Table 6.1). However, most of the interactive

periods by each monkey were short (Median duration 3.1 for each monkey, Table

6.1).

Effect of stimuli

Comparing stimuli conditions to baseline week of no-stimuli, sakis’ daily interac-

tion frequency decreased (baseline 1.76, stimuli 1.20, Table 6.2). During stimuli

conditions, the sakis’ interaction duration had greater variance (M=4.3s, SD=6.8s,

longest = 50s, Table 6.3) compared to the baseline (M=3.4s, SD=0.9s, longest=8.6s,

Table 6.3). The same effect is also visible in duration of zone activations (Table

6.4).

The average time a saki spent interacting with the device daily was slightly

higher during baseline (M=9.11, SD=7.23, Table 6.2) than stimuli condition

(M=6.49, SD=6.97, Table 6.2), but the difference was not significant (p = 0.51 >

0.05). The sakis’ daily interaction time for baseline and stimuli conditions are

compared in Figure 6.8.

Further, in Study 2 with the proxemic device, we had two control conditions

of no-stimuli to capture the sakis’ interactions at the beginning (baseline) and

at the end of the study (post-stimuli). Overall, the sakis’ interactions during

the no-stimuli weeks varied quite a lot (baseline M=9.11, SD=7.23; post-stimuli

M=2.08, SD=1.2) as compared in Figure 6.8. However, the difference between

these weeks, presenting the effect of the stimuli, was not significant (p = 0.11 >

0.05).

Table 6.2. Daily values of interactions per monkey in different stimuli conditions in Study
2; total values in parentheses

Test
days

Interactive
periods

Zone
activations

Interaction
time (s)

SD of
interaction time

Baseline 7 1.76 (37) 2.81 (59) 9.11 (191) 7.23

Stimuli 18 1.20 (65) 1.56 (84) 6.49 (351) 6.97

Table 6.3. Details of interactive periods during different stimuli conditions in Study 2

Interactive
periods

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Baseline 37 3.4 3.1 0.9 8.6 3.1

Stimuli 65 4.3 3.1 6.8 49.9 3.0
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Figure 6.8. Comparison of stimuli conditions in Study 2. Middle line: median; hinges:
25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers: max and min values (+/-1.5*IQR, where
IQR is distance between 25th and 75th percentiles); dots: outliers.

Table 6.4. Details of zone activations during different stimuli conditions in Study 2

Zone
activations

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Baseline 59 3.2 3.1 0.5 5.5 3.1

Stimuli 84 4.2 3.1 5.8 46.7 3.0

Stimuli type

The sakis’ interaction frequency was double during audio stimuli compared to

visual stimuli (interactive periods in Table 6.5). The average daily interaction

time per monkey was also higher (visual stimuli 5.0s and audio stimuli 8.0s,

Table 6.5) as is also visible in Figure 6.9. However, when comparing this between

audio (M=7.98, SD=7.76) and visual (M = 5.01, SD = 6.16) stimuli, there was no

significant difference (p = 0.36 > 0.05). Furthermore, the sakis’ mean duration

of interactive periods was slightly higher for visual stimuli (4.8s, Table 6.6) than

audio stimuli (4.0s, Table 6.6), with the same effect visible in the duration of zone

activations (Table 6.7).

Table 6.5. Daily values of interactions per monkey during conditions of audio and visual
stimuli in Study 2; total values in parentheses

Test
days

Interactive
periods

Zone
activations

Interaction
time (s)

SD of daily interaction
time per monkey

Audio 9 1.6 (43) 2.0 (55) 8.0 (216) 7.8

Visual 9 0.81 (22) 1.1 (29) 5.0 (135) 6.2

Stimuli content

During the stimuli conditions of audio and visual stimuli, three content options

were offered to the sakis. The sakis activated music of audio stimuli the most

(music = 24, rain = 15, traffic = 16 activations, Table 6.8). The total time that the
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Figure 6.9. Comparison of stimuli types in Study 2. Middle line: median; hinges: 25th
and 75th percentiles; whiskers: max and min values (+/-1.5*IQR, where IQR
is distance between 25th and 75th percentiles); dots: outliers.

Table 6.6. Details of interactive periods during conditions of audio and visual stimuli in
Study 2

Interactive
periods

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Audio 43 4.0 3.1 5.6 44.0 3.1

Visual 22 4.8 3.2 8.8 49.9 3.0

Table 6.7. Details of zone activations during conditions of audio and visual stimuli in
Study 2

Zone
activations

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

Audio 55 3.9 3.1 4.1 32.1 3.1

Visual 29 4.7 3.2 8.1 46.7 3.0

sakis spent in an activation zone with music content was the highest, more than

double than with other content (112.4s in total and 37.0s per monkey, Table 6.8).

However, the daily interaction time also varied much more during music than

other audio content (Figure 6.10). When comparing the sakis’ daily interaction

time between audio stimuli of music (M=4.16, SD=6.09), rain (M=1.92, SD=2.40)

and traffic (M=1.90, SD=1.67), there were no significant differences (music and

traffic p=0.18*, music and rain p=0.07*, rain and traffic p=0.11*, *>0.05).

Most of the sakis’ activations during audio stimuli were short (median = 3.1s,

Table 6.8). The mean duration for music was slightly higher compared to rain

and traffic (M = 4.7s, 3.5s and 3.2s respectively, Table 6.8), having a couple longer

interactions (e.g. longest interaction of music = 32.1s, Table 6.8) that largely

contribute for the high total interaction time and larger mean duration of the

music content.

For visual stimuli, underwater was the most popular (abstract = 9, under-

water = 12, worms = 8 activations, Table 6.8). Interaction time for underwater

video was higher compared to the other visual contents (81.4s in total and 27.1s

per monkey, Table 6.8). Overall, the results of the three visual stimuli do not

have great variance (Figure 6.10). When comparing the sakis’ daily interaction

time between visual stimuli of underwater (M=3.02, SD=5.80), abstract (M=1.05,

SD=1.05) and worms (M=0.94, SD=1.11), there were no significant differences.
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Table 6.8. Activation of audio (A) and visual (V) stimuli contents in Study 2; values per
monkey in parentheses

Stimuli Zone
activations

Interaction
time (s)

Mean
duration

Median
duration

SD of
duration

Longest
duration

Shortest
duration

A: music 24 (8) 112.4 (37.0) 4.7 3.1 6.1 32.1 3.1

A: rain 15 (5) 51.8 (17.3) 3.5 3.1 1.2 7.7 3.1

A: traffic 16 (5.3) 51.2 (17.1) 3.2 3.1 0.4 4.6 3.1

V: abstract 9 (3) 28.4 (9.5) 3.2 3.2 0.03 3.2 3.1

V: underwater 12 (4) 81.4 (27.1) 6.8 3.2 12.6 46.7 3.1

V: worms 8 (2.7) 25.3 (8.4) 3.2 3.2 0.03 3.2 3.1

Figure 6.10. Comparison of audio and visual stimuli content. Middle line: median; hinges:
25th and 75th percentiles; whiskers: max and min values (+/-1.5*IQR, where
IQR is distance between 25th and 75th percentiles); dots: outliers.

(Underwater and abstract p = 0.15, underwater and worms p = 0.19, abstract and

worms p = 0.18, > 0.05).

Similar to results of audio stimuli, the activations of visual stimuli were

mostly short (median = 3.2s, Table 6.8), the mean of underwater stimuli being

higher than abstract or worms (M = 6.8, 3.2, 3.2 respectively, Table 6.8), due to

few longer interactions (e.g. longest duration of underwater = 46.7s, Table 6.8).
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7. Discussion

This chapter discusses the findings from studies 1 and 2, their significance,

limitations of this study and points direction for further work. The chapter is

divided into five sections: designing interactive systems for white-faced sakis,

stimuli and interactions that white-faced sakis have with computers, experimental

methods in zoo settings, takeaways for Animal-Computer Interaction and further

work and limitations.

7.1 Designing interactive systems for white-faced sakis

Learnings from prototyping with white-faced sakis

We collaborated with sakis in Korkeasaari Zoo to design a tangible interface

for them to use to trigger digital stimuli. We defined two design goals that the

interface needed to meet. The interface should be intuitive to use (DG1) and it

should be intrinsically engaging (DG2). In searching for such an interface for

sakis, we learned about prototyping with sakis and found a promising interface

with physical buttons.

Low-fidelity (lo-fi) prototyping was shown to be an essential tool to study

sakis’ intrinsic mechanism of interacting with different objects (DG1) and their

interest in them (DG2). Lo-fi prototypes allowed iterating quicker over the pro-

totypes, to more efficiently observe what types of buttons work. The buttons we

tried differed in their shapes, sizes, colours and intended interactions mechanisms.

Furthermore, we used quick tests which were more effective with sakis since they

do not sustain their interest for a long time.

Similarly to Piitulainen [54] and French et al.’s [16] findings, we noticed that

the presence of humans in prototyping is something to be considered. The sakis

showed more interest in prototypes that are held by a human.

The sakis kept using the tangible interface in the intended way also when

the interface was integrated as part of the final device. However, at the time the

tangible interface was combined with the digital stimuli, the sakis’ interactions

with the device diminished. Consequently, the results of Study 1 were inconclu-

sive about whether the button interface works with white-faced sakis to trigger
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digital stimuli. Despite thorough prototyping in terms of collecting plentiful data

with different approaches, these results underline that when it comes to animals,

successful prototyping does not guarantee the same results when integrated into

the final interactive device.

Designing for the unknown stimuli, to test it with unknown interface

The above points to two directions. First, it could be that the digital stimuli need

to be tested as part of the prototypes. When the digital stimuli are not included,

the feedback loop that is being tested (only physical feedback of the buttons) is

different from the one that would be in the final device (physical feedback and

the digital stimuli). Second, it could be that the experimental method needs to be

changed to support the sakis’ self-discovery of the stimuli. During the baseline

week, the sakis learned that there are no stimuli, causing their interest in the

device to diminish. Instead, the sakis initial interest could be used to allow them

to learn about the stimuli.

In prototyping, we did not test the stimuli separately, but only as part of the

final device. This was also the case in previous studies with these sakis and a

similar device with audio and visual stimuli [25, 55]. French et al. [16] tested

the efficacy of audio stimuli as the first thing in their prototyping, but mainly

to confirm that it was not harmful to the animal. While it would be extremely

useful to study what interfaces work best by using stimuli that are confirmed to

be sought for by the animals, finding such results about stimuli in practice is a

separate large challenge. Stimuli could also be used as part of the prototyping as

a static feature, like French et al. [16] did, but in such case using the stimuli over

such a long period could induce the animal to habituate to it. In the case of our

study, when looking into the effect of the stimuli, habituation to the stimuli before

even testing its effects could be detrimental to the overall interactivity. It would

be difficult to distinguish whether the results indicate that the designed interface

does not work or whether the animals get habituated to the stimuli. This is still

very unclear in ACI since so little is known about what stimuli animals seek and

what kind of interfaces work for them. This work, however, takes steps towards

answering these questions.

Contemplation on tangible buttons to trigger digital stimuli

While the sakis did show clear interest in the buttons when they were integrated

into the final device, they stopped using them for the digital stimuli. It can be

argued that the sakis never discovered the existence of the stimuli and thus could

not possibly choose not to trigger the stimuli. It could be that the tangible button

interface is simply not suitable for the sakis to trigger digital stimuli. An idea

against using physical buttons to trigger stimuli is that it does not support direct

manipulation. Direct manipulation means the interface should "allow a user

to feel as if he or she is directly interacting with the task elements. The user’s

interaction with the task should not be obscured by the interface, but be focused
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on the actual task."(p.19, [57]). The user’s cognitive model is at the core of the

design of the interface. In this line of thought, with animals, it can be questioned

whether these physical buttons can offer such a seamless interface for sakis to

trigger digital stimuli. Most likely triggering digital stimuli with physical buttons

using their hands or mouth does not fit their cognitive models of the world. On the

other hand, watching videos and listening to audio is not a task that sakis know,

apart from the previous studies [25, 54]. Being exposed to and triggering these

digital stimuli is new to them and thus it is unclear what cognitive model could

be used when designing such interfaces. Instead of finding matching cognitive

models to the task of triggering digital stimuli, animals’ affordances that they are

familiar with have been re-purposed for other tasks and objects [60, 72].

Further, on a similar topic, the buttons required two actions from the sakis

for them to be activated: touch and movement around the axle. It could be that

the button interface is too complex, requiring much movement and attention from

the sakis. In this regard, the proxemic interface could be offering a more usable

interface to trigger digital stimuli for the sakis. However, if a tangible button

interface or other interfaces that have deliberate action would work for triggering

stimuli, it would provide a better opportunity for studying the sakis’ intentions

and preferences.

Lastly, in both studies, the sakis interacted more with certain locations of

buttons (study 1) and activation zones (study 2) within the device. This underlines

the importance of rotating the placement of stimuli when doing similar testing

with multiple options and interaction trigger locations.

7.2 Stimuli and interactions that a white-faced saki has with
computers

Nature of sakis’ interactions

The sakis’ interactions with the tunnel-shaped computer-enabled enrichment

device are mostly short, lasting a few seconds (Study 1 median = 6.4s , Study 2

median = 3.8s). In these interactions, a saki passes through the device by walking

or running, sometimes pausing inside. Occasionally the sakis’ interactions were

longer, the saki sitting or even sleeping inside the device.

Our intuitive assumption is that the longer animals’ interactions are, the

more meaningful they are. We expect that if animals enjoy and seek to interact

with a device, and when given the freedom to do so, they will exploit the opportu-

nity and use the device for longer periods. However, it could be that for animals’

this viewpoint is not true and that there are other measures we should look at

instead.

Study 2 shows an example of how the sakis do not have many long inter-

actions with the device, yet they still continuously choose to interact with it by

passing through it. This indicates that despite being short, we should not too
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quickly consider the interactions as not meaningful. Echoing this, Carter et al.

[4] note how interactions with enrichment designed without food stimuli should

be expected to mirror animals’ interactions with normal sources of enrichment.

For orangutans, these interactions are intermittent and short. Since we do not

know animals’ intentions or experiences, we should not dismiss short interactions.

In this study, however, despite the short interactions seen as meaningful, both

Study 1 and 2 showed that the sakis’ interactions did not increase for stimuli

conditions. Instead, in Study 2 the sakis had some longer interactions during

stimuli conditions compared to baseline.

In Study 2, the sakis’ interactions decreased towards the end of the study, the

mean daily interaction time per monkey being the smallest during post-stimuli

condition compared to baseline and stimuli conditions. This could indicate habitu-

ation to the device, with the higher values during the baseline week explained by

the novelty effect. On the other hand, it could be argued that enriching the device

with stimuli could affect the sakis’ interest in the device in a negative direction.

In other words, the sakis might find the device less appealing when the stimuli

are taken away than before the stimuli were introduced, offering a temporary

increase in value of the environment but decrease over time. This point becomes

highlighted now when the trend in zoo tech is more towards augmenting the

existing enclosures rather than designing novel technology. It could be important

to look into the after-effects of augmented interactions.

Why would sakis prefer audio stimuli?

While not significant, the sakis’ zig-zagging pattern of daily interaction time per

monkey over the test cycles (Study 2, Figure 6.7) indicate that the sakis showed

more interest towards the audio stimuli. Similarly to what was discussed before

about the buttons (how proximity sensors might work better for the sakis because

they require fewer actions and attention), it could be that interacting with the

visual stimuli compared to audio stimuli requires more attention from the sakis.

For the sakis to interact with visual stimuli, they need to direct their attention

and position themselves towards the visual stimuli. For interacting with audio

stimuli, a saki only needs to enter the device.

Preferring audio over visual stimuli for simpler interactions can also be

because the interaction has a simpler feedback loop. In case the sakis, in their

place in the continuum of understanding, cannot interpret that their action

causes the stimuli to trigger, having fewer required actions can make it easier

to understand. Omitting the physical buttons and offering stimuli that require

fewer actions to trigger could be more accessible. In such an interaction, the sakis

simply need to understand to go to the physical location where the stimuli can

be interacted with. However, the interaction design should be balanced between

being easy to understand and requiring more intentional actions. Otherwise, we

will not be able to differentiate accidental triggers from animals’ intentions.

In addition to audio stimuli being easier to interact with and having a more
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simple feedback loop, audio stimuli are instant and immersive. It could be that the

sakis do not prefer audio in itself, but that they prefer the experience. Activating

the audio, saki can experience directly the control of causing the stimulus to start,

and the autonomy of choosing to do so. Instead of the audio stimuli being the

key, it could be the experience of agency, which could be offered in other means

than audio stimuli. If the sakis did prefer audio for this reason, then proximity

sensors are a better medium for the sakis’ interactions with stimuli compared to

a tangible interface.

Understanding, learning and choosing for animals - what is interactivity?

It is unclear how much the sakis understand their interactions with computer-

enabled devices and stimuli, and how they learn. Without prior examples, we

needed to decide how many chances (occurrences of interactions) the sakis need to

learn the presence of stimuli within the enrichment device, as our method included

changing the stimuli type (audio/visual) in cycles. Furthermore, we needed to

decide the minimum duration that a stimulus should play when activated (but

when a saki stops interacting right after activation), which in turn is the time we

allow the saki to notice the stimulus. Even after Studies 1 and 2, no results are

indicating whether these selected measures provided sakis with enough chances

and time to internalize the presence of stimuli, let alone form any understanding

of the feedback loop (physical and digital stimuli given when button/zone is

activated).

Similarly, intertwined with the concept of learning, it is unclear how to define

choosing between options for the sakis. For the sakis to choose between multiple

stimuli, they need to understand that these options exist. Further, to understand

how to trigger certain stimuli, they need to understand the feedback loop to some

extent. Findings indicating differences in the sakis’ interactions between stimuli

content might be found and discussed, but without significant test results, the

findings are inconclusive. Further, the lack of knowledge about the sakis’ learning

and the low number of interactions to look at makes data between conditions

incomparable. For instance, if the sakis have 100 interactions during condition

X but only 2 during condition Y, it could indicate that the sakis prefer stimuli

in condition X, but only if we know that the sakis learned about the stimuli in

condition Y.

7.3 Experimental methods in zoo settings

Balancing the influence of the novelty effect

To study the sakis’ interactions over different conditions, sakis’ need to discover

the stimuli and learn about the interactivity of the device. When aiming to offer

autonomy and agency, the sakis are not trained to use the device or motivated

to use it with food rewards. The novelty effect of introducing a new device to the
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sakis can be utilised to promote an increase in interactions with the device during

which animals can self-discover the features.

However, it is equally important to collect baseline data at the beginning of

a study. In zoo conditions, there is no possibility for running a control condition

with a control group. Running the baseline condition at any other time of the

study would induce biased results caused by the stimuli conditions before it.

However, when baseline week is at the beginning of the study, the animal learns

the prevailing interaction loop as it is. In addition, the results of the baseline

condition collected at the beginning of the study are exaggerated by the novelty

of the device and are projected to the comparison between baseline and other

conditions.

In this thesis, this problem of needing to have a baseline week at the begin-

ning of the study but it interfering with the sakis’ learning of the stimuli was

highlighted. In Study 1, the sakis showed clear interest in the button interface

during the baseline week, but during stimuli conditions, they stopped interacting

with the interface before learning about the presence of stimuli. They had become

habituated to the device without stimuli.

Can we control the novelty effect?

We tried inducing the novelty effect anew by re-introducing the device to the sakis

after five days, without success. However, the device was re-introduced again

when Study 2 was started. At this point, the device was deployed to a new location

and the buttons had been removed. This time the results indicate the presence of

a novelty effect. It is unclear what causes the novelty effect to occur. It could be

that the cause is a clear physical change like changing the location of the device,

or that the 7-day-break was long enough. There are many factors unknown to us

that could have been the cause.

If we understand how to control the novelty effect, the control condition to

gather baseline data can be run in a separate session from the stimuli conditions.

In this way, the novelty effect could be utilised for animals’ self-learning of the

stimuli. Furthermore, both the control and the stimuli condition data would be

collected partially during the novelty effect period, allowing the data to be more

comparable. In addition, if we learn more about what affects the animals’ to

experience the novelty effect, we can learn to use it to offer better enrichment

to animals. There could be certain times with longitudinal enrichment when

re-introducing the device to the animals would offer them better enrichment.

While the re-introduction of the device for Study 2 induced a novelty effect

in the sakis’ interactions, it might not be the case for other primates or animal

species. How the novelty effect can be induced needs to be looked at case by case

with different species and troops of animals. The sakis’ keeper in Korkeasaari

Zoo described how it is typical of the troop there to lose interest quickly and to

not get interested again once they’ve learned a drill.
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Consideration for individual differences

Individual differences between the sakis were also projected onto the results

and were visible when observing the sakis’ behaviour. Each individual has their

personality and style of interacting that was reflected in how they approach and

choose to interact with the devices. Similar results have been found for other

primates [21, 40, 48, 52], pointing to differences visible especially between age

groups: younger primates interacting more than dominant males. Similarly,

the sakis’ mood on a group or personal level can change between days, as was

indicated by their changing level of activity during prototyping. These differences

are also affected by the dynamics of the troop. The number of sakis in the troop

in Korkeasaari zoo has changed from 7 in the previous studies [25, 55] to 3 in this

study, affecting the ways the individuals behave. These individual differences

were present in prototyping too. For instance, the dominant male of the group,

Igor, did not contribute much during prototyping sessions but was the most active

to interact with the experimental devices. These individual differences indicate

that varying methods are also needed in prototyping to include every individual in

the design process. On the other hand, it could indicate that more personalising

is needed when designing for animals.

7.4 Takeaways for Animal-Computer Interaction

How to involve animals in the design process?

Within this study, we worked toward defining what animal-centred design is.

We investigated how animals can be involved in the design process of computer-

enabled devices, whose primary users are the animals. Specifically, we looked into

how prototyping with animals can look. Our method of prototyping was informed

by the few existing examples, and we borrowed the approach to prototyping from

HCI. Our findings point to how we should deviate from the HCI approach of

prototyping when designing with and for animal users.

We found that when prototyping with subjects whose preferences we do

not know and who cannot communicate them to us, careful consideration of

users’ individual differences is needed. Further, we should expect the prototyping

process to take more iterations and time with non-verbal subjects, since the

number of features tested at once should be kept small and the scope of the design

ideas should be kept wider, allowing for surprising outcomes.

Moreover, the prototyping method of this study also showed an example

of setting quantitative design goals, that are measured by combining quantita-

tive data and qualitative insights from observations and experienced views of

stakeholders. We suggest using such a method to allow for deeper and reflective

insights from various angles.

These findings in how to prototype with non-verbal subjects apply to animals

in zoos and in other contexts and fit to the larger narrative within ACI aiming to
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establish understanding on what and how to design with and for animals.

How to improve animals’ well-being through autonomy and agency?

In this study, we also looked into improving animals’ well-being by allowing them

to experience autonomy and agency over a computer-enabled enrichment device.

We developed a device that requires minimal resources from the zoo, can auto-

matically measure animals’ interactions with the device and that offers multiple

options of stimuli for the sakis, either through a tangible or proxemic interface.

The method of offering choices with a tangible button interface was a novel ex-

ample for others wanting to continue on a similar topic. From our experience

with this method, we strongly suggest mitigation of any order effects with similar

interfaces.

Understanding animals’ interactions with computers

This method of choices also allowed us to study how offering agency and autonomy

with the device affects the sakis’ behaviour and to study the sakis’ interactions

with different digital stimuli. Following this, we expanded research on understand-

ing animals’ interactions with computers and digital stimuli through exploring

how the sakis’ interactions look with different modalities (touch and proxemics)

and when allowed agency over the device.

We discussed the varying issues stemming from the fact that we do not know

how much sakis understand and how they learn. Steve North [47] describe how

all animals exist on a continuum of awareness within their interactions. Since

we do not know in what place sakis exist in this continuum, concepts of learning,

understanding interactions, choosing between options and hence intentions are all

unclear when it comes to sakis (and other animals). In this context, it is difficult

to define what the interactivity of animals means.

Furthermore, animal’s interactions do not look like ours. The results of

this study echo similar results from others [4, 27] who have found that animals’

interactions tend to be short, indicating the need for questioning how we define

what are meaningful interactions of animals. Furthermore, we discussed various

aspects such as the complexity of interaction mechanisms, feedback loops, and

stimuli that could lead animals to prefer one stimulus or modality over the other.

This further points to how different requirements animals have for the interac-

tivity of devices. Following this, we propose that animals’ interactions should

be studied further with different modalities of interfaces, and different types of

stimuli.

Practical proposals for studies in zoo settings

In this study, we measured the after-effects of digital enrichment. While the

results of this study did not significantly indicate how the stimuli affected the

usage of the device after they were taken away, we propose that this novel

approach should become more common within ACI studies. The current trend
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in zoo technology is to augment the animals’ existing environment instead of

developing novel technology. However, little is known about the after-effects of

computer-enabled enrichment. It needs to be considered that the enrichment

might have a negative influence on animals’ experience of their environment,

offering a short-term value increase but a decrease in the long term, after the

enrichment is removed.

Lastly, this study pointed to further work on what it means for animals to

discover and to learn how to use interactive systems. We discussed the challenge

of needing to balance the novelty effect, which can be used to gather more accurate

baseline data or to support animals’ self-discovery of the interactivity. This was

specifically discussed in the case of studies conducted in zoos, where there are no

control groups and sample sizes of animals are small. We point to future work

to study what factors incur the novelty effect. If more understanding is attained,

gathering baseline data in a separate session from the stimuli conditions could be

a reasonable method to capture comparable data and animals’ initial interest in

the device.

7.5 Further work and limitations

The group size of white-faced sakis in this study was rather small, consisting of

three individuals. Such a small sample size emphasises the individual differences

of the sakis in the results. Moreover, on a few occasions, this study is compared to

two other studies conducted with the white-faced sakis in Korkeasaari Zoo. The

group size has however changed between these studies, changing the behavioural

dynamics of the group (comparisons were done using values averaged over the

number of monkeys).

The results of this study highlighted the need for having a control group.

However, this is not possible in a zoo setting where there are no other groups of

sakis to test with and finding one from another zoo is infeasible. With such small

sample sizes, using another group of sakis could complicate the results more and

would not be directly comparable due to the strong individual differences.

Furthermore, white-faced sakis are a little-studied species. Thus we lack

detailed information on their visual and auditory senses, which could guide us

more in choosing the stimuli. Paying attention to details of the stimuli were also

out of the scope of this thesis.

This study points out that further work is needed to understand animals’

interactions with devices that offer multiple choices. Research on this topic can

expand our understanding of the understanding and intentions of animals and

interactive computer systems. Specifically, this study cleared the way for using

tangible interfaces to trigger digital stimuli, but further research is needed to test

the efficacy of this.

This study had inconclusive results on whether white-faced sakis prefer
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audio or visual stimuli and to what content they prefer within these stimuli. The

results were different from the previous studies that pointed that the sakis prefer

certain content of audio and visual stimuli [25, 55]. Further studies are needed to

study their preferences and to conclude if the method of offering different options

elicit the same or different preferences.

Lastly, this study highlighted that more work is needed to understand how

the novelty effect emerges and what causes it. It could be different on the level

of individuals, primates or animal species. Understanding this can help future

studies to take it into account in the experimental design so that the influence of

novelty effect can be balanced between supporting animals’ learning and gathering

accurate baseline data.
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8. Conclusions

Aligning with the goals of Animal-Computer Interaction, this thesis provides

significant insights on how animals can be involved in the design process, how

their well-being could be improved through offering autonomy and agency, and

how animals’ interactions with computers look. We developed a tangible interface

for the white-faced sakis living in Korkeasaari Zoo to trigger digital stimuli.

We studied their interactions with an interactive computer-enabled enrichment

device that facilitated autonomy and agency. In this process, we addressed four

research questions: how a tangible interface that enables choices looks and how

do we prototype such with white-faced sakis, what stimuli do white-faced sakis

prefer to trigger using this system, do white-faced sakis prefer triggering audio or

visual stimuli, and how can we build interactive systems for white-faced sakis.

Prototyping the tangible interface with the sakis confirmed earlier findings

on how a human presence influences the animals’ interactions with the device.

The findings also indicated that more effort is required in terms of the number

of iterations, the time investment, and in keeping the design concepts more

open when designing with non-verbal subjects. From our experience we propose

more thorough data collection, combining quantitative and qualitative data from

various sources to be used to inform the design process. Our findings apply

to different contexts when prototyping for animals but can also be applied to

prototyping with human subjects whose preferences we do not know and who

cannot communicate them for us.

The interface offered choices to the sakis, thus making it possible to in-

fer their intentions better. This study had inconclusive results-further work is

needed to test the efficacy of the tangible interface. This also directs future re-

search towards exploring the method of choices further by using various different

modalities of interfaces. Such research can expand our understanding of what

interactivity means for animals, in terms of learning, understanding, choosing and

intentions. Echoing other studies in ACI, this study indicated that animals’ ways

of interacting with technology are not what we presume–as they have different

requirements and a different place in the continuum of awareness.

Lastly, this study pointed out the need for studies in ACI to consider the

after-effects of technology. When augmenting animals’ environments, it needs to
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be confirmed that the technology, while offering a short-term increase in value,

does not detract from the animals’ experience of the environment in the long

term. Furthermore, this thesis noted the motivation for further studying what

elicits the novelty-effect response of animals so that its influence on experimental

methods can be controlled to collect more accurate data and to support animals’

self-discovery of the interactivity of a device.
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B. Software code and resources of data
analysis

Software code, data and data analysis code for Study 1, tangible interface with

buttons, are available on Github:

https://github.com/vilmakankaanpaa/sakicinema-buttons

Software code, data and data analysis code for the Study 2, body-tracking with

proxemics, are available on Github:

https://github.com/vilmakankaanpaa/sakicinema-bodytracking
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C. Video and audio stimuli

Visual stimuli

Table 3.1. Sources of video files

Video Details Link to source
Forest clip 1 At 0:12–0:27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb8CW3axqRE
Forest clip 2 At 13:02–13:17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kb8CW3axqRE
Underwater clip 1 Cut of 14s https://www.videvo.net/video/school-of-barracuda/4072/
Underwater clip 2 Cut of 18s https://www.pexels.com/video/a-group-of-jellyfish-

swimming-underwater-at-display-in-an-aquarium-3297378/
Worms clip 1 Cut of 18s https://www.pexels.com/video/earthworms-burrowing-

under-the-compost-soil-3046307/
Worms clip 2 At 1:18-1:21;

1:29-1:39
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ux3vd0zIg78

Abstract clip 1 Cut of 10s https://pixabay.com/videos/tunnel-wormhole-abstract-art-43781/
Abstract clip 2 Cut of 20s https://pixabay.com/videos/tunnel-yellow-abstract-background-12904/
Animals clip 1 Cut of 10s https://pixabay.com/videos/roe-deer-flock-hirsch-wildlife-park-39981/
Animals clip 2 Cut of 10s https://pixabay.com/videos/lemur-ape-madagascar-primates-13991/
Animals clip 3 Cut of 10s https://www.pexels.com/video/a-group-of-zebras-in-an-open-

field-3775802/

Audio stimuli

The audio files for this study were legacy from previous study with the same

device. We do not have right to distribute the files. The audio files used in these

study are called Zen, Rain, Music and Traffic. More details about audio stimuli

can be found on [54].
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